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Heat therapy has been used for 

centuries to combat women’s 

backaches, muscle pain, joint 

pain and more.  Its effectiveness 

lies in its ability to penetrate 

deep into the muscle right where 

it hurts, to relax, soothe and 

unlock tight muscles. 

Clinical studies show the use of 

continuous low-level heat therapy, 

like that found in ThermaCare® 

HeatWraps, can be effective 

for some pain management. 

ThermaCare® patented heat cell 

technology combines iron, oxy-

gen, water and salt in single-use 

heat wraps to allow real heat to 

penetrate deep into tissue, in-

creasing blood fl ow to the source 

of pain to accelerate healing and 

relieve pain. 

Nobody should be sidelined with 

pain.  With a positive outlook and 

heat therapy, you are well on 

your way to a fast recovery.  Visit 

ThermaCare.com to discover 

more ways to manage your mus-

cle aches and pains. 

THE LONG-TIME HEAT THERAPY TECHNIQUE THAT HAS BEEN 

USED BY WOMEN FOR PAIN RELIEF IS MAKING A COMEBACK.  

DISCOVER THE RELIEF AND HEALING YOU’VE BEEN LOOKING 

FOR WITH INNOVATIVE THERMACARE® HEATWRAPS.

INNOVATIVE HOT SOLUTION FOR PAIN 

HEAT 
THERAPY

POWERED BY

5 WAYS 
HEAT 
HEALS:

1

2

3

4

5

Before exercising, applying 

heat can relax tight 

muscles and improve 

fl exibility.

After an intense yoga or 

spin class, applying heat 

can reduce soreness and 

relieve aches and pains.

Increases blood supply and 

stimulates the elimination 

of waste products to relax 

soreness and stiffness.

Stimulates the sensory 

thermo receptors on nerve 

endings in the skin, which 

block your body’s pain 

transmitters from sending 

pain signals to your brain. 

Delivers soothing warmth 

to relieve menstrual 

cramps and associated 

back pain.

Use As Directed.



Unlike creams and rubs that mask the pain, ThermaCare® has patented 

heat cells that penetrate deep to increase circulation and accelerate healing.

HEAT + RELIEF + HEALING = THERMACARE®

The Proof That It Heals Is You.

Like us on facebook.com/thermacare and visit us at thermacare.com

© 2015 P⇒ zer Inc. Use as directed.
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“When I found out their pet food 

had corn gluten meal, 

I switched them to BLUE.”



Compare your pet’s food to BLUE at 

BlueBuffalo.com

Love them like family. Feed them like family.®

When pet parents learn about some of the ingredients 

in their pet food, they switch to Blue Buffalo. All of our 

BLUE Life Protection Formula® for dogs and BLUE for Cats 

recipes feature real chicken, lamb or fish and contains 

only the highest quality ingredients. We don’t use corn 

gluten meal because that’s not something we want to 

feed a family member.

  ALWAYS feature real meat

ALWAYS include veggies and fruit

ALWAYS include antioxidant-rich LifeSource® Bits

DON’T have chicken (or poultry) by-product meals

DON’T have artificial colors, flavors or preservatives

DON’T have corn, wheat or soy

And your pet can enjoy all of this naturally
healthy goodness for only pennies a day more.

�

�

�

�

�

�

All BLUE pet food formulas:



Enjoy breakfast 
room service

ROOM

S

E R V ICE

Complimentary 
tea service in 
the Sky Lounge

TEA

SERV ICE
Th e grand dining room allows 
you to dine whenever you want

DINING

Built and registered in the United 
States. All American crew.

USA

Wireless internet 
and in-room phones

Entertainment 
every evening

MUSIC

                              Exquisite Cuisine                                                     Historic River Towns                     

                                                                                                                                                                                    

www.americancruiselines.com

River Cruising Done Perfectly™



Th e brand new 

America boasts 
the most spacious 
staterooms with 
private balconies 
and fl oor to ceiling 
sliding glass doors

  MISSISSIPPI

American Cruise Lines is proud to introduce 

the brand new America to the Mississippi, the 

world’s newest and fi nest paddlewheeler to grace 

the river, boasting the largest staterooms with 

private balconies. Join us for a week—or 

a month—on a spectacular 

exploration of 

America’s most 

majestic river.

Exercise area 
with a stunning 
view of the river

EX

ERCISE

                           
                    

                                 
                              Th e Most Spacious Staterooms 

            A Brand New Paddlewheeler, America  

Reservations offi  ce open 7 days a week

 Toll-Free 1-866-975-2806
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SAVE
$2.00

off any Centrum® or Centrum® Silver®

Multivitamin Tablets (60ct or larger)
Save $2.00 on any Centrum® or Centrum® Silver® 
Multivitamin. EXPIRES 2/21/16. CONSUMER: LIMIT ONE 
COUPON PER PURCHASE of products and quantities 
stated. LIMIT OF 4 LIKE COUPONS in same shopping trip. 
Coupons not authorized if purchasing products for resale. Void 
if transferred, sold, auctioned, reproduced or altered from 
original. Any other use constitutes fraud. You may pay sales 
tax. Do not send to Pfi zer Consumer Healthcare. DEALER: 
Sending to Pfi zer Consumer Healthcare, P.O. Box 880130, 
El Paso, TX 88588-0130 signifi es compliance with the “Pfi zer 
Consumer Healthcare Redemption Policy”; copy available by 
writing to the above address. Cash value is 1/100th of 1 cent. 
Excludes trial and travel sizes. FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY. 
©2016 Pfi zer Inc.

NOW OUR HIGHEST
LEVEL OF VITAMIN D3

BECAUSE…WINTER.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

• Versus prior formulas of Centrum® and Centrum® Silver ® products only. § B vitamins help promote heart health.* ° Zinc and B vitamins help 
support normal brain function.* ‡ Vitamins A, C and E, and Lutein help support healthy eyes. ©2016 Pfi zer Inc.  
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ULTA   IMPULSE BEAUTY AT MACY'S   DILLARD'S   

LORD & TAYLOR   QVC.COM   CARSON'S

WE PUT 
35 YEARS OF

RESEARCH
INTO ONE 

REVOLUTIONARY 
JAR

SEE A DRAMATIC 
DIFFERENCE IN 
JUST 4 WEEKS

FINE LINES
DEEP WRINKLES

FIRMNESS
DEHYDRATION

DULLNESS
DENSITY

ELASTICITY
TEXTURE

NEW MULTI-ACTION 
RESTORATIVE CREAM

*

*BASED ON CLINICAL STUDY, WHEN USED AS DIRECTED.

BECAUSE IT WORKS™



VIONIC ALIGNS SCIENCE WITH STYLE

It’s no secret that if you can’t walk comfortably, 

you are less likely to be physically active, 

which can make all the difference to 

your health and well-being. 

Vionic offers innovative, podiatrist-

designed support to keep you 

moving in style.

FIT AND FABULOUS 

WITH FYN

A sturdy midsole adds 

stability to this sleek 

active sneaker. 

TAKE ON THE TOWN 

WITH TOURNEY

Hot for fashion, cool for

an active lifestyle. 

STEP IN TO STYLE 

WITH SUNSET

Adjustable straps and 

mesh details promote 

breathability and 

lightweight comfort. 

“Aerobic exercise for at least 30 minutes a day benefi ts cardiovascular health, 

weight management, and emotional well-being. It’s important to have the 

right kind of footwear for each activity. Feet need to be properly aligned and 

supported. Since everything that connects our bodies to the earth depends on 

the feet, I recommend starting there.” —Dr. Andrew Weil, MD

Discover more ways to keep your feet happy & healthy 

www.VionicShoes.com.

TOP
Picks!

Andrew Weil, M.D., donates all of his after-tax profi ts from royalties from sales of 

Vionic Footwear products directly to the Weil Foundation, a not-for-profi t organization 

dedicated to supporting integrative medicine through training, education and research. 

For more information, visit www.weilfoundation.org



An active life calls for versatile, functional style. And there’s no shortage of shoes 

that look the part. But Vionic does more than that. It fi ts your foot’s natural 

contours, cradling your arches, relieving common heel pain and promoting 

natural alignment. In other words, it’s everyday style that gives you support from 

the ground up.

Available at: Belk and FootSmart.com. 

Visit VIONICSHOES.COM to access 

your free ZenFitness30 Method: a 

guide to walking, wellness and more.

A PERFECT 

BALANCE OF STYLE 

AND SUPPORT.
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BRUCE�KELLEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

A Subtle but 
Profound Anti-Ager
Results from a new review of 136,000 
study participants are reminding us 
that when you think life is worth living, 
you live longer. Over 7 years, people 
who felt they had a purpose in life had a 
lower risk of death. TRY IT NOW: On  
p. 90, read about Joan Lunden’s lifelong 
willingness to put herself out there—for 
us morning TV watchers, for her readers, 
for her seven kids—and how it helped 
her survive. “When I posted ‘last day 
of chemo’ on Facebook, my daughter 
called: ‘Do you see what’s happening?’    
It got nearly half a million likes.”

DIABETES RATES DIP. 
NOW THERE’S HOPE  
We’re drinking less soda. We may be con-
suming fewer calories. And now, finally, this. 
Could it be time to be optimistic, not cynical, 
about improving our collective health? ’09 ’10 ’11 ’12 ’13 ’14

MEN
WOMEN

FUN, SMART 
THINGS WE 

ALL LEARNED 
THIS MONTH—
AND HOW TO 

ACT ON THEM 
RIGHT NOW



Stay Strong, Stay Active
with BOOST®

BOOST® nutritional drinks come in a variety of delicious flavors, and provide  
great nutrition for you and the ones you love. BOOST® complete nutritional  

drink contains essential nutrients including calcium & vitamin D to  
support strong bones and protein to help maintain muscle.

Find BOOST ® in the Nutrition Aisle.

All trademarks are owned by Société des Produits Nestlé S.A., Vevey, Switzerland. © 2014 Nestlé.

NOW WITH

FIBER



My wife, Susan, and I used to be runners, but, 
let’s face it, we mostly walk now, even when 
we “go running.” Almost every day, we grab our 
dogs, Sadie and Steph (as in Curry), and wind 
through the rocks and forests near our house 
for an hour plus. Why? Lately it’s hit me: Without 
these mind-clearing hikes, I’m not sure my mind 
and body would be able to feel joy. (Not that 
I’m going to test that theory.) TRY IT NOW: If you 
aren’t yet a walking-for-sanity acolyte, turn 
to p. 112 to meet the women in “Walking XOXO.” 
They are more articulate about walking’s exis-
tential value than I will ever be.

We’re Smiling for a Reason

FEBRUARY������•�PREVENTION�COM16
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Inside Information

WHEN 
WINTER SKIN 
NEEDS SOME 
LOVIN’
This organic coconut oil has 
our managing editor, Polly 
Chevalier, feeling so good 
that she must testify. “I put 
it on every day,” she says. 
“In cold weather, I use it all 
over. It’s so pure you can eat 
it. And coconut oil can help 
with eczema, psoriasis, and 
other stubborn conditions.”  
TRY IT NOW: It’s only $14  
at shop.prevention.com. 

On Connecticut’s 
Bear Mountain, 

September snow fell 
along with the leaves.



Coricidin® HBP, from the heart health experts 
at BAYER, is the only cold brand specially 
formulated for High Blood Pressure sufferers 
to relieve tough cold symptoms without 
raising your blood pressure.
Coricidin® HBP. POWERFUL COLD MEDICINE 
WITH A HEART.

 Want Powerful Cold and Flu Symptom Relief?

Get 

S. Epatha Merkerson
Actor and Coricidin® HBP User

Use as directed. © 2015 Bayer

Coricidin® HBP, product of Bayer HealthCare, is a 
proud sponsor of the American Heart Association 

High Blood Pressure Web content area
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Never Stop 
Wandering  
Every time you step outside and take a deep breath, 
there’s potential for discovery. But when you don’t 
stop there, and instead just start striding, you get 
the chance at pure wonder—over the light in the 
trees, the crunch of leaves, even your own swirling 
thoughts. Denise Harris, 47, featured in “Walking 
XOXO” on p. 112, has explored Brooklyn on foot for 
over a decade. Grab your sneaks and join her.
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It may surprise you that if you’re experiencing any of these 
symptoms, you may have Chronic Dry Eye disease:

Dryness/itching

Burning/stinging

 Feeling like something 
is in your eye

Sensitivity to light

Blurry vision

 Problems wearing 
contact lenses

Watering eyes



APC30SW14 
© 2014 Allergan, Inc., Irvine, CA 92612, U.S.A.    

TAKE ACTION NOW



M U LT I V I T A M I N S  |  C A L C I U M  |  H E R B A L S  |  F I S H  O I L

† With Ginger for occasional pain

* These statements have not been evaluated
by the Food and Drug Administration.

   This product is not intended to diagnose,
treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Turmeric

from India

 T E N  P U R E  H E R B S.  O N E  P O T E N T  F O R M U L A.

*†

Discover an herbal approach
 to pain relief after exercise.



Health
LOW-T�TROUBLES�•�INSTANT�STRESS�FIX�•�PAIN-FREE�SEX

The heart  benefits were biggest for women who opted for 1 or  2 beers per  week.

23PREVENTION�COM�•�FEBRUARY�����
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Good news if you have an IPA habit: 
A recent study in the Scandinavian 

Journal of Primary Health Care found that 
women who drank beer once or twice a 
week had a 30% lower risk of heart a	ack. 
The researchers, who followed 1,500 women 
ages 40 to 60 for more than  
3 decades, aren’t totally 
sure what’s up. One hunch: 
Beer drinkers had lower lev-
els of triglycerides, a fat in 
the blood that in excess can 
increase heart a	ack risk. 
Considering that moderate 
beer drinking is also tied to 
stronger bones and a lower 
diabetes risk, seems you 
can feel pre	y good about 
grabbing a cold one.

Your Heart s Beer



Health •�DITCH�THE�DISHWASHER

That’s how much washing dishes can lower 
your stress level, according to a new study 
from Florida State University, if you can 
approach the task mindfully. The key 

to feeling less anxious and more inspired is to focus on the 
minute details—the smell of the soap, the temp of the water, 
the feel of your dishes in your hands—and not the drudgery.

27%

is it true that... 

I’m not so interested in sex  
because I have low testosterone?

DR. JENNIFER ASHTON is cohost of The  
Doctors, senior medical contributor for ABC News’s 
Good Morning America, and a practicing ob-gyn in 
New Jersey.

That’s possible, 
but it’s unlikely 
to be the major 
cause. The “male” 
hormone, made 
by your ovaries 
in a fraction of the 

quantity men make, is part of what 
fuels women’s desire and even 
fantasies. The research in women 
is still controversial, but it seems 
like a woman’s sex drive can suffer 
when her T tank is low. You might 

when you do get it on, it’s not as 
enjoyable as it once was. But there’s 
a lot that affects libido—like meds, 
stress, and your menstrual cycle—
so consider diminished drive a 
puzzle for you and your doctor to 
untangle together.
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Gluten-Free i non-gmo i organic i plant-based i vegan  

IT’S TIME! )ORRG�\RXU�ERG\�ZLWK�WKH�FOHDQVLQJ�SRZHU�RI�)ORUŤ(VVHQFH®. 
With each sip of this traditional herbal cleanse, the synergistic blend of herbs help 
release the toxins that build-up from everyday life. While it’s easy to see when we’re 
dirty on the outside, we can’t see the toxins that are in the air we breathe, the food 
we eat, or even in our own homes. If you’re feeling sluggish, tired, or just don’t feel 
like your usual beautiful self—you could benefi t from a cleanse. Gentle enough for 
GDLO\�XVH��)ORUŤ(VVHQFH�LV�D�WLPH�KRQRUHG�IRUPXOD�WKDW�PDNHV�GHWR[Lı�FDWLRQ�HDV\� FIND AT:

& other natural food stores.

www.Florahealth.com
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Health •�BEDROOM�HACKS

More Ooh, Less Ouch 
Sometimes one of life’s annoying aches creates 

concerns about unsafe sex (in which the moans are of 
pain, not pleasure). Here are pain pros’ go-to tips.

pain: pelvis 
try: Sex on all fours

Keep your pelvis neutral to avoid sacro-
iliac joint pain around the base of your 

spine and the large bones that make up 
your pelvis, explains Isa Herrera, owner of 
Renew Physical Therapy in New York City.

pain: dryness 
try: Si�ing

Facing your partner, perch on his lap to 
ease into things. When you control the 
movement, you stay comfy despite the 

dryness caused by menopause’s  
notorious drop in estrogen.

pain: sciatica 
try: From behind with arm support

Keep a bit of back arch to take the pres-
sure off the sciatic nerve, says Natalie 
Sidorkewicz, a doctoral researcher at 
Canada’s University of Waterloo, who 
published a 2014 study on the topic.

pain: arthritis 
try: Missionary

It alleviates pressure on knees and 
hips, says NYC physical therapist Lynn 

Berman. If back pain worsens when 
you move, Sidorkewicz recommends a 
rolled-up towel for lower-back support.





The editors at Prevention have handpicked 
the products in our shop to help you eat 
cleaner, get fit, stay healthy, and live well. The 
Lov Organics Tea and Bee Raw Honey shown 
here are pure and delicious—and research 
proves honey works as well as cough syrup for 
soothing a sore throat. Drink up!

shop.prevention .com
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Health •�NOT�WORTH�THE�WEIGHT

BMI�&� 
YOUR�
BRAIN
Your body mass index 
may predict if and when 
you’ll develop Alzheim-
er’s, according to a 
recent study in Molecu-
lar Psychiatry. Among 
people who went on to 
have the disease, those 
with a higher BMI at age 
50 developed it earlier. 
In fact, for each unit 
higher BMI was at age 
50, Alzheimer’s set in  
6.7 months sooner. The 
healthy range to aim for: 
a BMI of 18.5 to 24.9, or 
between 108 and 144 
pounds for a 5'4" woman. 
(Alas, the average 
American woman’s BMI 
is about 26.5.) The study 
authors think obesity 
might increase the 
number of tangles in the 
brain, a hallmark sign of 
Alzheimer’s. The happier 
way to look at this news: 
Reaching and maintain-
ing a healthy weight 
could delay or even 
prevent the disease.
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Health •�URGENT�CARE

INSIDER’S SECRETS

BY�JESSICA�MIGALA������ILLUSTRATIONS�BY�RYAN�INZANA�

5 Secrets Every 

Urgent Care Worker Knows 
(And You Should, Too)



Health •�URGENT�CARE
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1    We can do most non- 
 911 stuff as well as (and 

cheaper than) a hospital can. 

2 Don’t sweat it if you 
don’t see an MD. 

INSIDER’S TIP DON’T BOTHER 
CALLING. WE CAN’T DIAGNOSE 
YOUR MYSTERIOUS RASH OR BURN 
OVER THE PHONE. THE ANSWER 
WILL ALWAYS BE “COME IN.”



26 9g Protein

26 26
Vitamins 

& Minerals

26 25%
Daily Value 

B Vitamins

Here’s some knowledge: B vitamins support brain health.* 

Good thing Ensure® has 25%* of your daily value covered with 

complete, balanced nutrition to support you from head to toe. 

Now that’s playin’ it smart.

Learn more at ensure.com/brain

©2015 Abbott Laboratories

93607/June 2015 LITHO IN USA

*

 Use as part of a healthy diet.

*B12 and folate

†Among doctors who recommend liquid nutritional products.

SIP SOME 
BRAIN FOOD

B VITAMINS SUPPORT 

BRAIN HEALTH

#
Doctor

RECOMMENDED

BRAND†



Health •�URGENT�CARE

INSIDER’S TIP PATIENTS OFTEN ASK, BUT 
WE DON’T REFILL RX MEDS. CONDITIONS 
LIKE HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, HIGH CHO-
LESTEROL, AND PAIN ARE BEST TREATED 
BY A DOC WHO KNOWS YOUR HISTORY.
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3 If you have 
leeway, come 

see us midweek. 

4  Just ’cause we’re now 
in your area doesn’t 

mean we’re your new doc-
tor’s office. 

5 Speaking of the ER. . . 

Our insiders: David Kim, MD, 
medical director at Memorial-
Care Medical Group in Long 
Beach, CA; Sean McNeeley, MD, 
medical director at Univer-
sity Hospitals Urgent Care in 
Cleveland

The Bill  
Won’t 
Make  
You Sick
Average cost  
per visit:

Urgent Care 
Center  
$155 

Hospital ER  
$1,233
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* This statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 

Your gut is your digestive core. Keep it running smoothly with Ultimate Flora.™  

It’s the probiotic that works hard with 30 billion cultures to keep you feeling 

lighter, happier, and more energized.* 

Ultimate Flora Probiotics. More power to your gut. 

Visit ultimatefl ora.com to learn more.

† #1 for probiotics containing 15 Billion or more cultures per capsule according to IRI Food/Drug/Mass Sales & SPINS Natural Sales 10/04/15

The #1 High-Potency Probiotic Brand
†
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Stop Pain Now*†

GUARANTEED!



PROBLEM�SOLVED!

BY�RICHARD�LALIBERTE

A period is considered heavy when you’re losing about 5 tablespoons’ 
worth of blood—twice the average amount (seems like more than 

that, huh?). Other gauges: You’re replacing pads or tampons hourly or 
during the night, your period lasts more than 7 days, or your period 
messes with daily activities. Here, from simple to increasingly serious,  
is a range of ways to deal with the imbalances that may be at fault. 

Start Here!

NSAIDs 
Help for both  

bleeding and pain. 
Ibuprofen and Rx NSAIDs block 

chemicals that break down the uterine 
lining, or endometrium, and help a third 

of women produce less blood. Bonus: 
They help with cramps. Try 800 mg of 

OTC meds throughout the day, but not 
for more than a few days. NSAIDs 
aren’t safe for some women; tell 

your doctor if the bleeding 
gets worse. 

The Pill
Hormone control. 

The hormones in oral contraceptives thin the  
endometrium so you shed less of the lining,  

reducing bleeding. They can help regulate the  
timing of your period, too. Depending on your  
history, you may get a 3-weeks-on/1-week-off  
prescription, or one that provides 3 blissfully 

period-free consecutive months. TE
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of women of  
childbearing age  
have heavy flow.   
Rates become  
higher around  
menopause. 

30%

Heavy Periods
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NONHORMONAL  
MEDICATION 

It’ll stanch the flow. 
Tranexamic acid (Lysteda) 

regulates a protein that helps 
blood clot so you lose less. You 

only need to take it while bleed-
ing—ideal for women who bleed 

heavily some months but not 
others. Warning: Using it with 
hormonal contraceptives can 

elevate heart risks. 

 IUDs
Set it and forget it. 

A progestin-only intrauterine 
device (Mirena, Skyla) helps with 

bleeding by releasing a small amount of 
hormone in the uterus. It keeps the en-

dometrium thin for up to 5 years without 
some of the side effects seen with other 

forms of birth control. Insertion takes 
a ma�er of minutes at the doc-
tor’s office; expect temporary 

cramping.  

D&C
Thinner tissue means  

less blood. 
An outpatient dilation 

and cure�age procedure 
to thin the lining of the 
uterus can temporar-

ily reduce bleeding and 
help your doctor rule out 
infection or cancer. D&C 
can also quickly reduce 

heavy flow that’s causing 
problems like anemia. 

Removed tissue eventu-
ally grows back, so heavy 

periods may recur. 
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ENDOMETRIAL 
ABLATION 

Destroys the lining.  
Using heat, radiation, or extreme 

cold, doctors destroy endo-
metrial tissue and blood vessels 
to permanently reduce flow. The 
outpatient procedure is usually 

reserved for women who are 
done having kids and have a low 

risk of endometrial cancer. 
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Sources: Misty Blanche�e Porter, MD, associate obstetrics and gynecology and radiology professor, 
Dartmouth College Geisel School of Medicine; Jessica Shepherd, MD, assistant obstetrics professor 
and director of minimally invasive gynecology, University of Illinois at Chicago College of Medicine

 
Blood Block

To shrink fibroids. 
Your ob-gyn can refer you for an 

outpatient uterine artery embolization, 
in which tiny, inert beads are planted in 

arteries at the sides of the uterus to block 
blood supply to small or moderate-size 
fibroids. It can reduce fibroids by about 

40%. The procedure is recommend-
ed for women who are at low 

risk of uterine cancer.

HYSTERECTOMY 
Extreme but effective. 

Removing the uterus is the 
most surefire way to control 
bleeding: There’s no blood 

when there’s nothing to shed. 
Doctors usually recommend 

it only a�er other approaches 
haven’t worked and you’re 
sure you want a permanent 

solution. The procedure 
requires a hospital stay.

FIBROID  
REMOVAL

Addresses a root problem. 
Myomectomy takes fibroids 
out while leaving the uterus 
intact. Depending on fibroid 

size, location, and spread, 
the surgeon may remove 
tissue through the vagina, 

do a laparoscopic procedure 
through the abdomen, or 

perform open surgery.
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Health •�HEAVY�PERIODS



93%
    experienced back-pain relief

89%
    reported improved sleep quality

77%    found increased energy

†

Frustrated by the Quality of Your Sleep?
Do you toss and turn at night? Can’t seem to fi nd a comfortable 
position? Does your back ache when you awake? These are
signs that your mattress may not be supporting you properly, 
robbing you of the sleep you need.

Perfect Combination of Comfort and Support
Whether you prefer supreme softness or conforming comfort 
layers, the SLEEP NUMBER® bed adjusts to you, for a truly 
individualized sleep experience. At the simple touch of a 
button, DualAir™ technology allows you to fi nd ideal comfort 
and  support with exceptional pressure relief on each side—your 
SLEEP NUMBER® setting.

Proven Back-Pain Relief
It’s the bed clinically proven to relieve back pain and improve 
sleep quality.* Clinical studies show an amazing 93% of 
participants reported back-pain relief while 90% said other aches 
and pains were reduced.†

*For a summary of clinical studies and their results, visit sleepnumber.com. Find the technology used in the clinical studies in Sleep Number® c2, p5, p6, i8 and i10 mattresses. †From clinical studies conducted for Sleep Number by 
the Sister Kenny Institute at Abbott Northwestern Hospital and the Physical Therapy at The Marsh Health Center in conjunction with The Sleep Fitness Center. ‡2-year limited warranty on SleepIQ® technology. Warranties available at 
sleepnumber.com. §The 100-Night trial begins the day your new Sleep Number® bed arrives in your home. If not satisfi ed, call within 100 days of delivery to authorize return. We’ll reimburse the purchase price less your initial shipping or 
Home Delivery and Setup fees. You pay return shipping. There are no returns or exchanges on Upholstered Collection, adjustable bases, closeout, factory outlet or demo bed models. See Sales Associate or sleepnumber.com for current 
details.  SLEEP NUMBER, SELECT COMFORT, SLEEPIQ and the Double Arrow Design are registered trademarks of Select Comfort Corporation. ©2015 Select Comfort Corporation

The Bed Loved by Sore Achy Backs

Know. Adjust. Sleep.
Now, with optional SleepIQ® technology, you have the 
knowledge to adjust for your best sleep. Using sensors 
inside the Sleep Number bed, SleepIQ® technology tracks 
your sleep and provides you with information that empowers 
you to achieve your best possible sleep, night after night. 
There’s nothing to wear, nothing to turn on. All you have to 
do is sleep.

The Sleep Number bed is so 
durable, it’s backed by a 25-year 
limited warranty.

‡ §

So you both have the time to get 
completely comfortable in your 
new bed.

Call or Click for Your Free Catalog
1.800.831.1211 (ext. 77687)  •  www.sleepnumber.com/preventionfeb16

Sleep Number® beds track and optimize your sleep with optional SleepIQ® technology  



From Prevention

10 MINUTES 

A NE W

FITNESS  

DVD 

Merlyn transformed
her body and took  

10 years off her abs. 
You’re next.

Real Women. Real Life.
AMAZING Results.

Get your body back at  
prevention.com/fitin10wh
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Nutrition
The One Nutrient You  
Need but Aren’t Getting
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BONE�BUILDERS�•�MOOD�FOOD�•�FAT�PHENOM�

Per age-old wisdom, it’s calcium 
we need for our bones. But 

new research shows that upping 
calcium intake doesn’t increase 
bone density in older adults. What 
did work? Vitamin K2, which both 
improved density and reduced 
fracture risk in women with osteo-
porosis. Up your intake via egg yolks, 
grass-fed bu	er, hard cheeses, and 
dark chicken meat—or try a 100 mcg 
supplement, which provides the 
amount found in about six egg yolks. 

Sources: BMJ; Osteoporosis International;  
Laura Schoenfeld, RD
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Nutrition • DIET�DERAILERS

The reduced risk of 
depression among 
people who regularly 
ate fish, compared 

with those who ate li	le to none, per a new 
review in the Journal of Epidemiology & 
Community Health. What’s behind the mood 
boost? Omega-3 fats may affect levels of the 
neurotransmi	ers involved in depression.

20%

Are Your Favorite Drinks  
Making You Eat More?

Certain sips can lead you to consume way more calories, and not just 
in liquid form. Why? We habitually drink them with treats (because who 
can resist a scone with their tea?). Happily, awareness helps. Here are 

the calories people in a new study added daily when they drank.  

226

384

108
69 64

Alcohol Sugar-sweetened 
 beverages

Coffee Diet drinks Tea

400

300

200

100

0

Even low-cal drinks can sabo-tage your diet. The key: Pair them with unprocessed snacks like a serv-ing of nuts.

Source: Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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Nutrition • THE�MAGIC�OF�FAT

Your Body on Olive Oil
This liquid gold is forever being linked with new head-to-toe 

benefits, thanks to its antioxidants and monounsaturated fats. 
Here’s the current sum of what a few drizzles daily do for you. 

It helps the heart  
In one trial, people 
who ate the most olive 
oil (around 5 Tbsp a 
day) cut their risk of 
cardiovascular- 
related death by 
48%. Other studies 
show that an olive 
oil–rich diet can 
reduce reliance on 
blood pressure 
meds.

It buffers cancer risk  
Women who ate a Mediterranean 
diet with 4 Tbsp olive oil daily had a 
62% lower risk of developing breast 
cancer a�er 6 years, compared with 
those who ate a low-fat diet. 

it Speeds  
weight loss  

People who ate yogurt 
with added olive oil  

ingested fewer calo-
ries throughout the 
day and had higher 

levels of fullness  
hormones than  

people given yogurt 
with lard (!), bu	er, 

or canola oil.

It CUTS  
diabetes risk 
Having at least 1 Tbsp 
daily lowered type 2  
diabetes risk by 10% in 
one study, possibly due 
to its ability to stabilize 
blood sugar.

it Protects 
bones  

Research suggests 
regular consumption 
of olive oil prevents 

loss of bone mass—it’s 
actually been shown to 
jump-start production 
of bone-building cells. 

it Fights wrinkles  
People who consumed  

more than 2 tsp daily had  
significantly fewer signs of 

skin aging than those who ate 
only 1 tsp or less. 

Sources: American Journal of Clinical Nutrition; BMC Medicine; International Journal of Food 
Sciences and Nutrition; JAMA Internal Medicine; The Greek Diet





*$1 copay for Tier 1 generics. Quote available only for select plans and subject to change. 

ADVERTISEMENT

Preferred Pharmacy Networks

Did you know a preferred network pharmacy has an 

agreement with your Part D plan to charge less? Walgreens 

offers copays as low as $1 for Tier 1 generic drugs on 

select Part D plans.*

Generic Rx Alternatives

Many brand-name drugs have generic alternatives. Make 

sure to check if generic substitutions are available on your 

plan, and then talk to your doctor to see if this is a good

alternative for you.

Low-Cost Brands

If a brand-name drug doesn’t have a generic alternative, 

there may be a lower-cost, brand-name drug used to 

treat the same condition. Speak to a Walgreens 

pharmacist to see if this may be an option for you.

1

2

3

Looking for ways to reduce your Medicare prescription 

costs? We reveal three simple ways you could save on 

your Medicare Part D prescriptions at Walgreens.

Easy Ways to Lower
Your Medicare Part D 
Pharmacy Costs3

Ask for our new Medicare Prescription copay quote. 

It’s our new way of letting you preview the cost of your script before you fill and find out if 

you can start saving on your Medicare Part D prescriptions at Walgreens.

Come in and ask for a Medicare Prescription Copay Quote.



* $1 copays apply to tier 1 generics.

 Quote available only for select plans and subject to change.

Preview your cost 
before you fi ll.

As low as $1 copays on select plans.*

Get a free Medicare Prescription Copay Quote today.
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clean
HEALTHIER�CHOCOLATE�•�GOOD�CARBS�•�SAVORY�CITRUS

Beets have always been a health 
staple, but they’re enjoying some 

kale-like fame at the moment, newly pop-
ping up in clean packaged foods—from 
bars and crackers to kombuchas and 
sauerkraut. The ruby roots are rich in 
antioxidants and healthy nitrates that may 
lower blood pressure, but do these make 
it into the goodies? Depends, experts 
say. For the most nutrition, opt 
for items, like those shown here, 
that list “beets” high on the 
ingredient list, then 
those with “beet juice.” 
Products with beet 
powders or the word 
“isolate” you’re bet-
ter off skipping.

The New (Old) “It” Food

Source: Sharon Palmer, RD 

For more  on the new  beet-powered  foods, go to  prevention.com/ beets-mania.
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clean

NOT CLEAN

CONVENTIONAL� 
MILK�CHOCOLATE
Milk chocolate has a 

lower cocoa content, so it 
doesn’t offer the cardio-
vascular benefits of dark. 

It’s also full of added 
sugars and may contain 

lindane, a pesticide used 
in cocoa production.

CLEAN

REGULAR�DARK�
CHOCOLATE

Dark chocolate is be	er 
than milk, but it can still 
contain pesticides and 
doesn’t always have a 
high cocoa content—in 
fact, it can be as low as 

45%. Typically, lower  
cocoa means more sugar. 

CLEANEST

ORGANIC�CHOCOLATE�
WITH����COCOA

The darker the chocolate, 
the more heart-healthy 

antioxidants. Aim for a bar 
with at least 70% cocoa, 

so you can reap the perks 
with only a small portion.  
Organic means no pesti-

cide residue, too. 

Chocolate
Want to really warm your sweetie’s heart this V-Day? Give him or her chocolate 

that’s packed with heart-healthy antioxidants, not pesticides and sugar. 

EAT�CLEAN��STAY�LEAN

Finally! A slew of new brands are of-
fering a better way to eat carbs, with 
breads, pastas, and pancakes that swap 

high-protein almond meal. Our top 

The Junk-Free Way  
to Get Your Carb Fix

Hungry for more healthy choices? Get the Eat Clean, Stay Lean book at prevention.com/ecsl.



Keep up with the life you love. 

100% whole grain Quaker Oats can help reduce 

cholesterol as part of a heart healthy diet.*

t

t

™

healthy hearts for adventures a
hea

d
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clean

5 Things Millennials 
Should Know about 
Clean Eating before 
Setting Out
So, your 20-something’s culinary 
skills still max out at pasta? Share 
this eat-clean intel with her before 
she completely flies the coop. 

1. Buy one-ingredient foods.  
The easiest rule? The healthiest foods 
have just one ingredient—think fresh 
produce, whole grains, nuts, legumes, 
plain yogurt, eggs, fish, and meat. 

2. Sugar is the enemy. Added sugars 
hide in sweet and savory packaged 
foods. Scan labels and aim for no more 
than 25 g daily of added sugars (all but 
the kind found in fruits and veggies). 

3. “Superfruits” are hype. “100% 
Natural,” “Light,” “Superfruit”—there 
are lots of claims on products, but 
everything you need to know is in the 
Nutrition Facts and ingredient list. 

5. Never feel guilty. Trying to cut 
out junk food for all eternity only 
leaves humans craving it more. It’s OK 
to have a less-than-healthy treat—savor 
a small portion and feel good about it.

4. Cook at home. It’s the easiest 
way to sidestep the megaportions 
and sketchy additives. Find inspiration 
online from food bloggers and start 
small—oatmeal, salads, stir-fries— 
before tackling a soufflé. 



ANGRY GUT?

IBS Symptoms Include: Abdominal Pain, Bloating, 

Diarrhea, Constipation, Urgency and Gas

You may have Irritable Bowel Syndrome.

If so, you’re not alone. 1 in 6 Americans have it.

Introducing IBgard®, a medical food for the dietary 

management of IBS that starts working in as early as 24 hours.*

IBgard® delivers ultra-purifi ed peppermint oil quickly and 

reliably to the small intestine – where it’s needed the most.

Ask your doctor about nonprescription IBgard®.

* Based on a randomized placebo controlled study in 72 IBS patients. Patients taking IBgard experienced a 
statistically signifi cant reduction versus placebo in the total IBS symptoms score, including abdominal pain and 
discomfort, at 24 hours and at 4 weeks. 

‡Among Gastroenterologists who recommended peppermint oil for IBS. Alpha ImpactRx ProVoice October 2015 survey.

   Results may vary. Medical foods do not require preapproval by the FDA but must comply with regulations. Use under 
medical supervision. 

The company will strive to keep information current and consistent, but may not be able to do so at any specifi c time. 

SAVE $2.00
Offer good on 12 ct. and 48 ct.

CONSUMER: Redeem only by purchasing the brand and size(s) indicated. May not be reproduced. Void if 
transferred to any person, fi rm, or group prior to store redemption. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE. 
RETAILER: IM HealthScience, LLC. will reimburse you the face value of this coupon plus 8 cents handling 
in accordance with our redemption policy (copy available upon request). Consumer must pay any sales tax. 
Send all redeemed coupons to: IM HealthScience, LLC., Mandlik & Rhodes, PO Box 490 Dept #1293, 
Tecate, CA 91980 Cash value: 1/100¢.

MANUFACTURER’S COUPON    EXPIRES: 12/31/17

Available in the digestive aisle at
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DINNER�TONIGHT

Slicing and spooning hardly do this in-season fruit justice. 
These savory citrus-infused recipes prove that grapefruit 
was made for way more than just breakfast. All serve 4.  

2. Scallop Tacos 
with Spicy 
Grapefruit Salsa  
In bowl, toss 11⁄2 lb 
lg scallops, 1 Tbsp 
olive oil, zest of 1 lg 
grapefruit (about 4 
tsp), and 2 tsp ground 
cumin. Peel and dice 
grapefruit, then add to 
another bowl with 1⁄2 
red bell pepper, diced; 
1⁄2 red onion, diced; 
and 1 sm jalapeño, 
diced. Heat skillet over 
medium-high heat. Add 
scallops and cook until 
golden brown, about 2 
minutes. Flip and cook 
until no longer opaque, 
2 minutes more. Halve 
each scallop and 
serve in warm tortillas 
topped with grapefruit 
salsa and cilantro.

1. Savory  
Grapefruit  
and Roasted 
Brussels Sprouts  
On sheet pan, toss  
1 lb brussels sprouts, 
trimmed and halved, 
with 1 Tbsp olive oil. 
Roast at 425�F until 
browned and tender, 
about 15 minutes. Stir 
together 1 cup Greek 
yogurt; 1 clove garlic, 
minced; and 3⁄4 tsp 
each salt and pepper. 
Spread mixture on 
pla	er and top with 
roasted sprouts; 1 lg 
grapefruit, segment-
ed; 1⁄4 cup pomegran-
ate seeds; and 1 Tbsp 
sesame seeds. Season 
with salt and pepper 
to taste.

3. Grape-
fruit and  
Winter 
Greens 
Salad  
Add 2 cups torn or 
chopped kale and  
2 cups collard greens 
to bowl. Cut peel from  
1 lg ruby red grape-
fruit. Over small bowl 
to catch juice, slice 
grapefruit segments 
and add to greens, 
along with 1 avocado, 
diced. Add 3 Tbsp 
olive oil; 2 tsp Dijon 
mustard; 1 shallot, 
minced; and 1⁄2 tsp 
each salt and pepper 
to juice bowl. Whisk 
to combine. Pour over 
salad and toss gen-
tly. Top with 1⁄4 cup 
toasted, chopped  
hazelnuts.

Grapefruit for Dinner

1



For more  flavor and  juiciness, select grapefruits that are heavy, firm, and blemish- free. 

3

2



The editors of Prevention have handpicked the  
products at shop.prevention.com to help you eat 
cleaner, get fit, and live well. These Cookstone 
Soapstone + Copper Pots naturally retain heat 
and can keep food warm for up to an hour 
off the stove, making cooking at home 
easy and beautiful.





EATING HEALTHY REALLY 

MEANS EATING CLEAN, or  

choosing whole foods with the least 

amount of processing and fewest  

ingredients. And to help you eat better, 

the editors of Prevention have created  

Eat Clean, Stay Lean—your easy-to-use, 

visual guidebook to better health,  

delicious food, and a slimmer you.  

This guide shows you how to make  

50 smarter choices in the supermarket  

and 150 cleaner fast meals at home so  

you can enjoy real, worry-free food  

that tastes great.

On sale now wherever books and e-books are sold. Follow us @RodaleBooks on

®

Real Food for
  Real Weight Loss— 

Real Fast!

202859301
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Fitness

For anyone in a late-winter 
funk, a li	le Qigong could be 

all you need. A new review of  
18 studies of the Chinese prac-
tice of postures, breathing, and 
focused intention you’ve seen 
offered by mind/body–oriented 
health clubs since the ’90s con-
firms its power. Qigong (chee-
gong) can help reduce symptoms 
of depression in healthy adults in 
as li	le as 90 minutes per week for  
12 weeks, researchers found. 
Source: Complementary 
Therapies in Medicine 

 
TRY IT NOW

Go to prevention 

.com/qigong for  

a simple move  

you can do at  

home. 

Get Happier the 
Ancient Way

EMOJI�POWER�•�WALKING�PERKS�•�WAIST�SHAPERS�



Before you head out on your next walk or run, 
consider tucking a travel-size bottle of menthol 
mouthwash in your pocket. Not kidding: A recent 
study found that runners who rinsed with the minty 
solution during their workout were able to go faster   
than those who drank an icy sports drink. Menthol 
can make you feel cool all over and appears to re-
duce feelings of dryness and thirst that can slow  
you down, says study author Christopher Stevens. 
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Fitness • INSTANT�MOTIVATION�

Fresh Breath, 
Easier Workouts

Source: Scandinavian Journal of Medicine & Science in Sports

�GETUPANDGO
If you’ve been slacking on step count, consider making a text-message pact 
with your partner or a pal. Study volunteers who received three encourag-
ing texts a week were less likely to be sedentary. “Many women start an ex-
ercise program but have trouble sustaining it long-term,” says study author 
Nancy Gell. “Extra support, as with text messages, can help women stick 
with it and keep to their goals.” Have at it, emoji scribes.
Source: Journal of Physical Activity and Health 



I MAY BE BUSY BUT 

HEART 

HEALTH† 
IS JOB NUMBER ONE.

MICHAEL STRAHAN
META USER

CLINICALLY PROVEN^ TO HELP LOWER CHOLESTEROL TO PROMOTE HEART HEALTH†.

METAMUCIL IS NOW THE #1 PHARMACIST-RECOMMENDED CHOLESTEROL SUPPLEMENT*.

Find us in the digestive health aisle or at metawellness.com

^PSYLLIUM HUSK

†DIETS LOW IN SATURATED FAT AND CHOLESTEROL THAT INCLUDE 7 GRAMS OF SOLUBLE FIBER PER DAY FROM PSYLLIUM HUSK, AS IN METAMUCIL, MAY REDUCE THE RISK 

OF HEART DISEASE BY LOWERING CHOLESTEROL.  ONE ADULT SERVING OF METAMUCIL HAS 2.4 GRAMS OF THIS SOLUBLE FIBER. 

ONE META HEALTH BAR HAS 1.8 GRAMS OF THIS SOLUBLE FIBER.

*BASED ON PHARMACY TIMES 2015 SURVEY (FIBER SUPPLEMENTS, LAXATIVES – BULK/FIBER, AND CHOLESTEROL MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES)

MUCIL POWDER®  &  HEALTH BARS
TM
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3 Surprising Reasons  
Walking Is Healthier  
Than Running
Here’s why you shouldn’t feel bad next 
time a gloating jogger laps you.

It’s Easier on Your Heart. Runners who push it (7 mph or more) 
most days of the week have the same risk of death as sedentary indi-

viduals. But moving at an easier pace—such as a brisk walk or a slow jog— 
for 1 to 2.5 hours every week could lower your risk by 25%. 

1

It Helps You Fend off Colds. Prolonged running and other intense 
activity increase levels of certain inflammatory proteins that dampen 

your immune system and can allow viruses—such as those that cause the 
common cold—to thrive. One more reason to slow down: Risks of hyper-
tension, high cholesterol, diabetes, and heart disease all dropped among 
walkers almost the same amount as in runners in one study.

2
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Fitness • STEP�OFF�POUNDS

64 FEBRUARY������•�PREVENTION�COM

Need some inspiration to  get moving? Flip  to p. 112 to see  why walking is  more than just  a workout. 

It’s Less Likely to Make You OverSnack.  
Running burns more calories, we’ll give it 

that. But you’re less likely to binge a�er a walk. 
Research shows that intense workouts are more 
likely to make you feel hungry, so you’re more 
apt to gobble down the calories you just burned. 

3



MOMS TAKE

NO SICK DAYS,

MEDICINE.

BEST SLEEP WITH A COLD,

MEDICINE.

THE
NON-DROWSY,

COUGHING,
ACHING,

FEVER,
SORE THROAT,
STUFFY HEAD,

 THE
 NIGHTTIME,
 SNIFFLING,
 SNEEZING,
 COUGHING,

 FEVER,
ACHING,

CHEST CONGESTION,Use as directed. Read each label. 
Keep out of reach of children.
© Procter & Gamble, Inc., 2015

STUFFY HEAD,

MOMS DON’T TAKE SICK DAYS.
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1�OBLIQUE�STATIC�HOLD 
Lie on one side with legs extended and 
stacked. Raise legs a few inches off floor, 
hold for 1 to 2 seconds, and then lower 

How to do it: Perform each exercise for the time stated, resting for  
5 to 10 seconds between moves. Complete the circuit 3 times.

Fitness • FIT�IN���

EXPERT TIP
Keep your core 
tight and engaged 
to protect your 
lower back.

EXPERT TIP 
Squeeze abs 

as you li� and 
lower your legs. 

Redefine your middle with this quick routine from trainer Larysa DiDio. 
It hits your obliques to help create a curvy silhoue�e. 

A Slender,  
More Shapely Waist 

10 MINUTES TO

2�FOREARM�PLANK�HIP�DIP 
Start in forearm plank, elbows under 
shoulders. Keeping core tight, drop 
hips to one side, then return to center. 

back to floor. Continue for 30 seconds. 
Switch sides and repeat for another  
30 seconds on opposite side. 

Repeat dip on opposite side.  
Continue alternating sides for  
60 seconds. 



3�SIDE-TO-SIDE�LEG�DROP
Lie on back with legs extended over 
hips, knees slightly bent, and arms out 
to sides with palms facing down. Keep-
ing knees together, slowly drop legs to 
one side, then return to center. Repeat 
on other side. Continue alternating 
sides for 60 seconds. 

Quick Routines. 
Amazing Results.
Ready to get 
back in shape? 

Check out Fit in 10: Total-
Body Transformation at 
fitin10DVD.com/buy.

EXPERT TIP
Don’t let 

your hips li� 
off the floor. 

Share your  
opinion with 

& get a chance 
to win prizes!

You can share your thoughts 
through an occasional short survey, 

be the first to know what’s new,  
and have the chance  

to win some great prizes! 

 
For more information and to sign 

up for the Prevention reader panel, 
visit prevention.com/readerpanel.



ou know that old expression, “You live and learn”? 

Well, I learned something new. And believe me, 

what I learned will change the way you look at all 

those “Anti-Wrinkle” cream ads… forever. 

It all started a few months ago when the company I write for 

asked me to attend a Research and Development meeting to 

discuss what they said would be the “most incredible anti-

wrinkle compound to come along in more than 50 years.” 

I thought that was a pretty tall claim considering that I’ve 

been writing about health and beauty for almost 20 years 

now, and frankly, I thought I’d heard it all. 

Rather than bore you with all the details, let me cut 

to the chase. The R&D team said they were thrilled 

because they’d just gotten access to a revolutionary 

“Anti-Wrinkle Pill” developed in Europe that could 

rebuild your skin, make it thicker and more dense 

(think less likely to sag), decrease wrinkle depth, and 

rebuild the skin’s underlying cellular matrix. 

“WAIT!!!” I said, getting out of  my chair and 

telling the group, “Are you kidding me? What’s so 

revolutionary here? Every cosmetic anti-wrinkle 

cream on the market says the same thing.” 

And that’s when it happened. Our chief  

marketing guy stood up, looked straight at me, 

and said, “Sit down and be patient. Here’s 

what you’re missing. This isn’t a cream — it’s 

an ingestible that works from the inside out. 

Let me show you something.”

He pointed to the giant conference room 

UWVQ\WZ� I[� PM� KTQKSML� WV� \PM� W���KQIT� 4I�

Mer* website. La Mer, as we all know, is one 

of  the most expensive (prestige) creams on 

\PM� UIZSM\�� 0M� XWQV\ML� \W� Q\[� Æ�IO[PQX�

EUROPEAN
WRINKLE PILL!

The newest “wrinkle” in the anti-wrinkle business...

THE REVOLUTIONARY

Y W��MZQVO"� Crème de la Mer. Right there, next to 

a picture of  the jar (at $310 for 2 oz.), it said, 

“... the legendary Crème de la Mer has the power 

\W� \ZIV[NWZU� \PM� [SQV���� Å�ZUVM[[� QUXZW^M[�� TQVM[��

wrinkles and the look of  pores become less visible, 

skin looks virtually ageless” (emphasis added). 

He then clicked on Dr. Perricone’s* website to one of  

its best sellers, Cold Plasma (at $162 for a 1 oz. jar). 

1\� [Ia[� ¹7VM� [WT]\QWV�� Å�^M� aMIZ[� WN � ZM[MIZKP� IVL� I�

best-selling product to address the 10 visible signs of  

aging” (emphasis added).

Next was the Olay* product website to look at ProX Anti-Aging 

Wrinkle Smoothing Cream ($44 at Walgreens for 1.7 oz.), which 

“is designed and professionally tested to smooth uneven textures 

with moisture, combating the look�WN �Å�VM�TQVM[�IVL�_ZQVSTM[º�

(emphasis added). 

“Do you see it? It’s right there in front of  you!” he shouted 

excitedly (scared the heck out of  me!). “See what?” I asked. 

“The wussy words, the wussy words, the wussy words!” he screamed. 

“They all use wussy words. ‘Appearance’ this, improve ‘the look’ of  

\PI\�� <PMa�ITT� KWV\IQV� »IXXMIZIVKM¼�Y]ITQÅ�MZ[�� JMKI][M� VW\�WVM�WN �

these expensive ‘moisturizers’ will claim they actually change the 

skin’s underlying structure (including Dr. Perricone and La Mer, with 

their $300 wrinkle creams).” 

“ This incredible oral compound has 

the power to make your skin younger... 

not just look younger, but actually 

make your skin be younger.”

Skin-Care Update

-by Tiffany Strobel

†Free standard shipping in the continental U.S. only.  Individual results will vary.  *All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.  ©2016 All Rights Reserved. BR15832-1

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

ADVERTISEMENT



He stood there for a second, giving each of  us in the 

meeting an intense stare. “That’s why we’re all here,” he 

said. “We have a compound that doesn’t require wussy 

words. We’re here to discuss a revolutionary, highly 

specialized, ingestible, ‘anti-wrinkle’ compound that 

works systemically (throughout the entire body) called 

UniLastin™. This incredible oral compound has the 

power to make your skin younger... not just look younger, 

but actually make your skin be younger. 

“No wussy words here. We’re talking about actually 

rebuilding your skin, actually making it thicker, more 

dense, and less likely to sag, actually decreasing wrinkles... 

not merely the ‘look’ of  wrinkles, but literally decreasing 

their depth, thereby actually smoothing the skin as it 

improves the skin’s underlying structural matrix. There’s 

not a single cosmetic moisturizer, serum, or cream out 

there that will make those kinds of  structure claims.”

He paused for a minute to let that sink in. “And because 

UniLastin works from the inside out, throughout the 

entire body,” he continued, “it’s able to improve the 

skin everywhere, from the face, neck, and décolleté to 

crepey arms, loose abdominal skin... even buttock sag 

and elbow wrinkles. It’s like a facelift for your entire 

body... from the end of  your nose to the tips of  your 

toes! If  this isn’t the most amazing, revolutionary, and 

radically groundbreaking skin-care product to hit the 

market in over 50 years, I don’t know what is.”

ADVERTISEMENT

)N\MZ�PM�Å�VQ[PML��_M� [I\� \PMZM� NWZ�I�UWUMV\��6WVM�

of  us said a word as we all tried to process what an 

impact UniLastin was going to have on the entire 

skin-care industry.

So here we are. UniLastin is about to hit the market, 

and I’m telling you, you’ve gotta try this product. I 

know everyone questions testimonials, but I’ve been 

using UniLastin for the past nine months (they gave all 

of  us samples to try), and OMG. I haven’t tossed my 

moisturizers yet — I mean, we all need a moisturizer — 

but like the man said, “If  this isn’t the most amazing, 

revolutionary, and radically groundbreaking skin-care 

product to hit the market in more than 50 years, I don’t 

know what is.”

UniLastin is available exclusively at UniLastin.com or 

by calling 1-800-434-3161 (promo code WRINKLEPILL7 

gives you free shipping†). 

About $79 for a 

full 30-day supply 

(that’s 60 capsules... 

2 capsules once a day). 

BTW... in the future, 

keep an eye out 

for those “wussy” 

advertising words. 

See you at the 

cosmetic counter!



TIRED 
OF BEING

TIRED?

Iron + Herbs helps reduce 
exhaustion and fatigue*

Iron-deficiency symptom checklist
Do you suffer from any of the following?

� Are you continually tired and lack appetite?

 Pale skin & dark circles under eyes

 Often have difficulty concentrating?

 Feel chilly or catch colds easily?

 Have brittle hair or fingernails that chip easily?

 Are you vegetarian?

The more questions you answered “yes” to, the higher 

your risk of being iron deficient. Iron deficiency often 

goes undetected, so you may want to ask your doctor 

for a serum ferritin test.

If you are feeling tired & run-down, Floradix could be the simple solution. 

Its unique low-dose formulation, with highly soluble iron gluconate as 

well as whole food concentrates and co-factor B and C vitamins, ensure 

that it is easily absorbed by the body. Floradix is an easily absorbed, plant-

based, nonconstipating, liquid iron supplement with no artifi cial additives 

or preservatives and has been helping women reclaim their energy for 

over 60 years.*

AVAILABLE AT:

and other natural food stores.

WWW.FLORAHEALTH.COM

Locate a store near you.



Beauty
BABY-SOFT�SKIN�•�DE�AGONY�OF�DE-FEET��

As it turns out, the secret is in one simple ingredi-
ent: urea, a natural compound in the skin’s outer 

layer. A new review of studies found it to be tops in the 
soothing-and-smoothing department because of how 

it encourages skin cells to bind with water. Apply 
a lotion with urea twice a day, ideally to 

already damp skin.
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The No. 1 Way to Keep Skin 
Hydrated All Winter Long

 
ONE TO 

TRY FOR 

PARCHED SKIN

Excipial 10% Urea 

Hydrating Healing  

Lotion ($16)
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Beauty •�FIGHT�CANCER�WITH�COFFEE

Treat Your 
Feet to a 
Facial
Chemical peels, once re-
served for face real estate 
only, have gone to the 
dogs: Podiatrists are now 
using lactic acid formulas 
to dissolve even the tough-
est, roughest calluses, says 
Oliver Zong, a podiatrist 
at NYC Footcare. To ap-
proximate the results at 
home, try a product like 
Dermelect Runway Ready 
Luxury Foot Treatment 
($25) or PediSpa Gentle 
Exfoliating Foot Mask 
($10), which uses fruit acids 
to loosen dead skin cells. 
Follow with moisturizer; 
Zong has patients cover 
their heels with plastic 
wrap overnight for intense 
moisture therapy.

That’s the impressive reduction in 
melanoma occurrence among people 
who drank one to four daily cups of 
coffee, compared with non–coffee 

drinkers, per a recent research analysis in the American Journal 
of Clinical Dermatology. Various antioxidants in coffee appar-
ently interfere with the formation of cancer via UV light. 

25%



ONLINE STORE
newnordicusa.com

“Hair Volume 
exceeded 
my hopes”

K
irsten is 74 and has always been 

passionate about her hair: “I 

worked as a hairdresser all my 

life. When I was young, I was interested 

in fashion and beauty – Now it is impor-

tant to me that my hair is set nicely and 

looks healthy.”

I tried Hair Volume
“Recently, I read about Hair Volume and 

I was impressed with the person’s story. 

I needed a supplement that could help 

my hair, and this new one seemed inter-

esting. At my local pharmacy, the shop 

assistant was very enthusiastic about the 

tablets, telling me of her many happy 

customers. I was full of expectation.”

I recommended these tablets 
to everyone 
“Now, aft er 3 months of taking Hair 

Volume, I am convinced. My hair appears 

healthier, stronger and full of life. I also 

noticed a diff erence in both my skin and 

my nails. I now recommend Hair Volume 

to everyone”, smiles Kirsten.

Kirsten’s story 
New help for your hair

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any 
disease. Results may vary. To make sure this product is right for you, always read the label and follow the instructions. Testimonials are not proof of efficacy.

Available at participating retailers and online. 1 877-696-6734 

YOUR HAIR TABLET
Hair VolumeTM is a Swedish hair tablet that helps 

nourish your hair from the inside to make it 

healthy and beautiful. Unlike other tablets on the 

market, it contains procyanidin B2 (promoting 

hair follicle activity), in addition to biotin and 

other hair, nail and skin nutrients.

At select:



ARM AND  
THIGH BUMPS 
Pro fix A glycolic peel 
($150–$250; not covered) 
can help dissolve the dry 
skin particles that are 
plugging your follicles. 
Enhance the effect with a 
10% glycolic lotion. 
at-home fix Apply a 10% 
glycolic lotion ($10–$68) 
once or twice a day for  
3 weeks. Once the bumps 
are gone, taper use.

Treat these nagging beauty issues while it’s still too cold out for sandals and  
bathing suits. Come warm weather, you’ll be healed and ready for your big reveal.

FOOT FUNGUS
Pro fix Lasers raise 
the temp under the nail 
so fungus can’t survive 
($800–$1,200; not cov-
ered by insurance). You’ll 
need topical antifungals 
to sustain the effect. 
at-home fix New topi-
cal antifungals Jublia and 
Kerydin (by prescription; 
covered) promise to de-
feat fungus when applied 
daily for a year.

BIKINI BUMPS AND 
INGROWN HAIRS
Pro fix Laser treatment 
ends both by halting hair 
growth ($290 per session, 3 
or 4 needed; not covered).
at-home fix Apply a 
warm compress for 15 
minutes daily until bumps 
clear. Don’t shave, tweeze, 
or wax. A�er a season of 
rest, hair and skin will be 
be	er equipped to handle 
shaving come June.

FIX�THEM�WHILE�YOU�CAN
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Beauty •�BEAUTY�WOES�
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Dry without 
scorching 
Wait until hair 
is mostly dry 
before blow-
drying. And 
give your dryer 
the day off 
occasionally to 
minimize the 
stress on hair 
ends, where it’s 
weakest and 
most prone to 
breaking.

THE SECRETS TO MAKING  

YOUR�HAIRCUT�LAST�
With age, our hair gets drier and needs more frequent cuts 
to look polished. But who has the time? Follow these rules 

to look freshly coiffed long a�er your last salon visit. 

Cut it to stay 
styled as it 
grows Fine 
hair needs 
a blunt cut 
with minimal 
layering, while 
thicker hair 
needs layers 
that remove 
weight. For 
all hair types, 
shorter styles 
require more 
frequent trims.

Don’t over-
wash No 
ma�er how 
much you think 
you sound 
like Adele in 
the shower, 
resist the urge 
to wash your 
hair every day. 
Shampoo every 
other day or 
every few days 
to avoid fraying 
the ends.

Use gentler 
tools Before 
styling, spray 
wet hair with a 
detangler, then 
use a wide-
toothed comb 
to minimize 
overstretching 
and breakage. 
When hair is 
dry, use a boar-
bristle brush 
for max cuticle-
smoothing.

 Got a seriously grown-out cut? Use these tricks to hold it together before 
your next salon appointment: Dab coconut oil onto the ends before  

shampooing to protect them from fraying and to keep hair shiny; try a side 
French braid or messy fishtail style; or use a curling iron to add waves or curls, 

creating a tousled texture that disguises a grown-out shape.
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Special Report

By Sarah Klein

       The

   Heart        Attack

(            )Teeny, Tiny
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symptoms are not always like the ones 
in the much-watched Elizabeth Banks 
video pictured here, in which Banks 
plays a busy mom trying her best to 

ignore signs she’s having a “little 
heart attack.” 

Banks’s character weathers 
all the signs of a woman’s 
heart attack: nausea, jaw 
pain, chest pressure, the 
works. Stork worries 

about it scaring people. 
“You might want to take 

that video with a grain of salt,” 
he says. Yet, at the same time, he 

talks freely of the need to alert us 
to what he’s witnessed. He’s seen a 
woman come into his ER who felt 

inexplicably more tired than usual 
while cleaning the house. 

Another patient’s left hand 
simply felt a little heavy. 

Still another got winded 
while carrying boxes of 
Christmas decorations 
down to her base-

ment. In all these cases, 
the women were having 
heart attacks and had no 
idea. We now know this is 
more common than you’d 

In 2011, Elizabeth Banks made an over-the-top video to shock 
women into heeding the particular signs of the female heart at-
tack. Now, alarming new research says dangerous episodes with 
hardly any symptoms are more common than even Hollywood 
could have imagined. Ladies, meet the truly silent heart a�ack.
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T
RAVIS STORK is a pretty 
cool customer. It’s what 
you’d expect from some-
one who’s seen every kind 
of medical disaster 

come through the ER where 
he’s an emergency medicine 
physician—and witnessed 
every manner of overdra-
matized medical-disaster 
portrayal coming out 
of Hollywood, where 
he’s host of the daily TV 
talk show The Doctors. As a 
result, he’s both passionate about 
informing women about worst-
case scenarios and also totally 
put off by the fearmongering 
it can often lead to. So, when it 
comes to silent heart attacks—
a problem that science has 
recently discovered may 
affect far more of us than 
anyone knew—he’s torn. 
More than ever, Stork 
wants to grab women’s 
attention, to take them 
by the shoulders and tell 
them to be on alert for 
the signs. He also wants 
them to know that the 

A SPECIAL  
REPORT 

featuring emergency 
medicine physician 

Travis Stork’s lessons 
from the ER
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having a heart attack,’” he says.
 While the American Heart Associa-

tion estimates that 155,000 Americans 
have silent heart attacks each year, 

exactly how to guide us. “You’re walk-

people and freaking them out so much 
that every single time they have a hot 

BACK WHEN ELIZABETH BANKS made this video, the message to women was: If you have 
heart a	ack symptoms, do not ignore them! The advice stands, but with an important new 
caveat. The symptoms could be way more subtle than the jaw pain, extreme fatigue, and stomach 
upset Banks is having here. Some women, Travis Stork reports, don’t feel much at all other than a 
hunch that something just isn’t quite right. 
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cleaning her house told Stork nothing 
more than she knew something wasn’t 
right, although she couldn’t tell him 
what that was exactly. “When I hear 

instantly worried,” he says. Stork’s pa-
tient whose left hand felt heavy said, 
“I’ve never felt this before, and I guess 
I did feel a little run down over the 
last day or so,” he recalls. Even when 
women do have the more typical heart 

attack symptoms, like chest pain 
and shortness of breath, those 

symptoms can sometimes 
last a few minutes or can 
come and go as we carry 
the groceries upstairs, 
Stork says. And in 
women, it is important 

to know that heart attacks 
may present with only 

fatigue, or unexplained generalized 
weakness.

“I see a lot of women who feel 
sheepish,” he says. “They often worry 
that they overreacted by coming to the 
ER.” Well. Let this story be the end of 
the second-guessing.

WHAT’S GOING ON DURING 
THESE BIZARRE ATTACKS?
Barely noticeable heart attacks differ 
from dramatic ones due to differ-
ences in biology and blockages. Any 
heart attack basically means a part 
of the heart muscle is dying, even 
just a few cells, due to a lack of blood 

-
terol and other fatty deposits called 

surprising new research from the  
National Institutes of Health sug-
gests the phenomenon is even more 
widespread and less recognized than 
previously thought: As many as 8% 
of purportedly healthy people may 
have scarring on their heart muscles, 
a classic sign of a past heart attack, 
Stork says. In 78% of people with 
scarring, symptoms went unrecog-

(the study used a powerful type 
of imaging that’s less com-
mon). This suggests that an 
astonishing 6% of people 
have had attacks and not 
realized it. 

Yes, 1 in 16 of us may 
suffer a hidden attack. 
(Put another way, 15 in 16 
never will.) By recognizing 
unusual discomforts, by not 
shrugging off a sense that some-
thing’s going on, women can forestall 
attacks or limit damage that hidden 
heart disease will do over the long 
run. “It gets back to intuition, to not 
ignoring it,” Stork says. “Messages like 
Banks’s video are a gentle reminder: 

but if you’re having anything that 
resembles this at all, don’t ignore it.” 

Don’t ignore what’s out of the 
ordinary, in other words: Nearly 71% 
of women in one study of heart attack 
victims experienced unusual exhaus-
tion in the weeks before, half had trou-
ble sleeping, and 42% battled shortness 
of breath. (About 43% had zero chest 
pain.) The woman who felt tired while 
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of Americans who 
have had a heart at-

tack that went  
unnoticed
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can last several hours; irreversible 
damage can be done after just 20 min-

In men, plaque is more likely to 
rupture, but in women, arteries are 
more likely to become blocked slowly 
and subtly. Experts think that’s due at 

of estrogen, which not only helps 
preserve the arterial lining and keep 
arteries pliable and healthy, but also 
increases levels of good cholesterol and 
decreases bad cholesterol, lowering 
your risk of plaque ruptures. “When 
plaques rupture, it’s an explosive,  
dramatic event,” says cardiologist  
Suzanne Steinbaum, director of 

plaques. Though plaques can accu-
mulate along artery walls over years, 
they can block blood at the drop of 
a hat: If plaques suddenly rupture 
inside an artery, blood clots form, 

means decreased oxygen, and when 
you’re not getting enough oxygen to 
any muscle, that muscle eventually 
starts dying,” Stork says. If you get 
yourself to a hospital and doctors can 
break up the blockage quickly enough 
(usually with clot-busting meds or an 
angioplasty to open blocked arter-
ies), the damage can be limited. “The 
longer you wait, the more of the heart 
muscle dies,” he says. Heart attacks 
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HOW MANY TIMES have all of us pushed through the day despite feeling like something just 
wasn’t right? Says Stork: “Don’t delay, don’t minimize. It’s not just your life at stake: Those who 
depend on you need you here and need you healthy.”



heart muscle travel up your spinal cord 
to your brain,” he says, “your brain 

tingly!’” Symptoms like pain, tingling, 
and even shortness of breath may also 
be due to the fact that during an attack 
your heart simply can’t provide your 
body with enough blood to function 
normally.

OK, SO WHAT ABOUT NEXT TIME 
YOU FEEL A LITTLE OFF?    
It’s not just your brain that’s confused. 
“A heart attack can be a confounding 
diagnosis, even for clinicians,” Stork 
says. Early in his career, he saw a  

women’s heart health at Lenox Hill 

for Women physician spokesperson. 
Ruptures lead to the kind of tight and 
clenching pain we’re used to seeing 
men experience, at least in the movies. 
“When the plaque doesn’t explode, 
and rather builds up slowly over time, 
it causes more of those subtle symp-
toms,” she says. It’s obvious enough to 
our brains when a plaque rupture takes 
place and the lack of oxygen triggers 

however, can be misinterpreted, Stork 
says. “By the time the communication 
signals from your poorly oxygenated 
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A SUBTLE LOSS of blood flow to the heart can confuse the brain. “By the time the communica-
tion signals from your poorly oxygenated heart muscle travel up your spinal cord,” Stork says, 
“your brain might translate that as ‘Wow, my arm’s tingly!’ ” 



reproducible, he remembered he had 
banged out an extra set of push-ups the 
day before. His “chest pain” was easily 
reproducible with a little prodding, 
and, in his case, was just chest muscle 
soreness in disguise.  
    Stork and Steinbaum both say when 
in doubt, get yourself to the ER. Best-
case scenario, it’s (huge relief) not a 
heart attack. “Fortunately, symptoms 
that seem like a heart attack often are 

patient who arrived at 
the emergency room feel-
ing nauseated and com-
plaining of abdominal 
pain. She’d previously 
had gallstones, those in-
tensely painful hardened 
deposits that settle in 
the gallbladder, and she 
still had her gallblad-
der, which would lead 
many an ER doc to think 
that her discomfort was 
due to another bout of 
stones. But the woman’s 
pain felt just a little bit 
different from last time, 
she said. He reverted 
to investigator mode: 
Her discomfort wasn’t 
reproducible, doctor-
speak meaning when he 
pressed on her abdomen, 
she didn’t launch off the 
table in pain like he’d 
expect with gallstones. 
Reproducible pain, he 
explains, means you can 
essentially summon it on 
command by pressing a painful spot 
or moving an aching joint. Pressing on 
your abdomen or chest usually won’t 
worsen pain if you’re having a heart at-
tack, he says. Knowing one way or the 
other about reproducibility is one piece 
of the puzzle that Stork has resorted 
to even on himself: He recently jolted 
awake in the middle of the night with 
some chest pain of his own. Pressing 
his chest muscles to see if the pain was 
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THINK YOU MIGHT NEED
TO GO TO THE ER?

3 THINGS TO CONSIDER

So you feel off…but how off is off enough to escort 
yourself to the front of the triage line? It’s always 

be	er to go get checked out if you’re even slightly 
concerned, but if you really can’t decide whether 
your symptoms warrant an ER visit, here are a few 

things that might help you make up your mind.

1. 
Is it heartburn? It can 
feel similar to a heart 
a	ack, but heartburn 
is more likely to occur 

a�er you eat a big 
meal or something 

spicy, or while you’re 
lying down. Reflux 
pain typically feels 
more like a burning 
sensation than the 

squeezing, aching, or 
tightness of a heart 

a	ack. Heartburn dis-
comfort also doesn’t 
move into your neck 

or arms like heart 
a	ack pain can.

2.
Have you ever felt 

like this before?  
Be honest. Yes, 
you’re wiped,  

you’re stressed, 
you’re cold and  

clammy, but does 
this feel like last win-
ter’s flu or something 

entirely new and 
different?

3.
Do a gut check. 
What does your 

instinct say? Does 
this feel like a major 

event or not?



IF YOU MISS IT,  
YOU MISS IT, RIGHT? 
Say the worst-case scenario comes 
true, and you’ve had a silent attack. 
While a subtle one that leaves no 
outward signs of damage behind 
would seem to be the “best” kind, the 
hidden plaque buildup that caused it 
remains brutally problematic in the 
long run. The plaque can continue to 
accumulate and cause a second at-
tack—and with each attack, the harm 
to the heart muscle keeps adding up, 
and the risk of heart failure (when 
the heart can’t pump enough blood) 
or sudden cardiac arrest (when the 
heart simply stops working) does, 

due to things much more benign,” Stork 
says. A heck of a lot of times it’s plain 
old heartburn. In fact, of the more than 
8 million ER visits Americans make 
each year for chest pain, more than half 
of those ruled not to be heart-related 

feel awfully similar, especially if the 
heartburn’s severe. But if you’ve had 
it before, you’ll likely know if it’s your 

many of us consider a possibly unnec-
essary pit stop at the ER not worth the 
trouble; after all, we’ve got a meeting in 
20 minutes or are racing to pick up the 
kids. But if there’s a little voice telling 
you this time is different, listen to it.
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DON’T FREAK, STORK SAYS; as scary as this possibility is, you’re way be	er off knowing now if 
you’ve had a silent heart a	ack. You can protect your future health much more effectively that way. 



chug through increasingly challeng-
ing exercise.  

Julie Llamas Rickman, the woman 
who felt out of breath putting away 

her Christmas decorations, 
knows you think you’re 

superwoman, because 
she did, too. She threw 

holiday celebrations 
that unseasonably 
warm December. She 
was only 41, and it 

didn’t occur to her to 
scale back on her over-

scheduled life, even though 

was unusual. Assuming something 
was up with her asthma, she eventu-
ally sought treatment for it, but after 

she made her way to the ER, where 
doctors informed her she had actu-
ally had a heart attack. Sometime 
in, oh, the past 4 weeks. Like many 
of us, she didn’t think heart attacks 
could ever go entirely under the 
radar. “I was pretty much in denial,” 
she says now. “The hardest part has 
been that I don’t know when it hap-
pened.” Now, at 46, Rickman’s lost 
45 pounds (and is still losing), has 
recommitted to an exercise plan, and 

scary thought to realize I could have 
missed out on my son’s life,” she 
says. “I want to see him grow up and 
know who his mother is. Now I’m 
teaching him health by example.”  

too, Steinbaum says. Damaged 
muscle gives way to stiff scar tissue 
that prohibits the heart from beat-
ing properly, and the disease process 
can continue to narrow arteries and 

-
mately what leads to heart 
failure. More than a third 
of people who have 
a heart attack will 
develop heart failure 
in the 7 to 8 years 
afterward.

That’s why Stork 
says we should never 
fear a heart attack diagno-
sis. If you don’t get diag-
nosed, you don’t get treatment, 
leaving in place the blockage that 
caused the problem to begin with. You 
also don’t get any follow-up—medica-
tion for blood pressure and/or choles-
terol, and the usual diet, exercise, and 
stress mandates—that can dramati-
cally ward off your chances of a future 
heart attack or further damage. 

IT’S TIME TO RECKON 
WITH YOUR INNER 
PROCRASTINATOR.
Raise your hand if you’re worried! 
Raise your hand if you’re racking 
your brain to recall every time your 
arm tingled or you felt cold and clam-
my! If you’re now convinced you’ve 
had one of these attacks, get checked 
out. Depending on the symptoms you 
had and your family history of heart 
problems, a doctor might put you 
through a stress test, which monitors 
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Huffing through 
her overscheduled life, 
blaming her asthma, 
Julie, 41, finally ended

up at the ER. There  
doctors informed her: 

heart a�ack.
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    The women whom I love  
and admire for their strength and  

grace did not get that way because  
sh*t worked out. They got that way  
because things went wrong, and  

they handled it…Those women
                 are my superheroes. 

“

”
—Elizabeth Gilbert

Breathing Space
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                     When the sunniest woman in the history of morning         
    at age 63, her life changed, irreversibly. A year a�er finishing        
        never be her old self, but that her new normal is filled with         



        news got hit with triple-negative breast cancer
         treatment, JOAN LUNDEN says she’ll  
        revelations, joy, and yet another amazing reinvention.

                     By�JUDITH�NEWMAN
�������������������������������������PHOTOGRAPHS�BY
� ����������������������������ANDREW�ECCLES

VING



PPerfection is really irritating, es-

Good 
Morning America

-

-

-

-

-

 

Today, you’re celebrating more than 
a year of being cancer-free—you look 
great, but how do you feel?

Describe to me what it was like when 
chemo was over and you had your very 
last radiation treatment.

Because you’re thinking, What  
happens next?
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You certainly haven’t talked about the 
“gi�” of cancer, but you’ve talked about 
the silver linings. What are they? 

-

How has having cancer changed you?

93
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The Many 
Reinventions
of JOAN�
LUNDEN

	
s
While her peers 
stressed about 
finals, Lunden 
spent her last 
year of college 
building her 
future. “I opened 
a modeling school, 
because it was 
something I could 
do,” she says. 
Then-20-some-
thing Lunden put 
on fashion shows—
and still finished 
her homework.

�
s
Lunden caught 
her big break as 
a feature news 
and consumer 
reporter for Good 
Morning America 
in 1976. Four years 
later, she jumped 
to GMA cohost 
and became a 
household name 
to her devoted 
viewership. “I 
was in their living 
rooms for 2 de-
cades,” she says. 
“And I’ve shared a 
lot of my personal 
life with them.”



Am I expending 
too much work for not enough reward? 

What’s the toll?
-

You o�en call yourself a “glass-half-full 
kind of girl.” But certainly this diagnosis 
must have been an incredible challenge 
to maintaining that a�itude. Was there a 
point where you asked, “Why me?” 

-

This reminds me of the song you once 
said was your anthem: Carole King’s 
“Beautiful.” 
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s
A�er she le� 
GMA in 1997, the 
47-year-old mom 
of three spent  
2 years traveling 
with motivational 
speaker Tony Rob-
bins and speak-
ing to crowds of 

20,000, despite 
her fear of public 
speaking. “My 
chest got red and 
rashy, and I would 
get a stomach-
ache,” she says. 
“But I turned a 
total fear into a 
passion.”



-

Right. It’s like, Something will get me, but 
not THAT!

-

But…surely you don’t blame yourself for 
ge�ing cancer. 

How 
could I not have known?

But you really did lead a healthy life, 
particularly compared with the average 
American. 

And now it seems you’ve taken that love 
and are turning it toward other women 
with your advocacy work. 
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s
By the time she 
reached 50, Lun-
den had married a 
man 10 years her 
junior and raised 
three daughters 
from her previ-
ous marriage—but 

she wanted more. 
Through the help 
of a surrogate 
mother, Lunden 
and her husband 
welcomed a set 
of twins in 2003 
and another set 
in 2005.  
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But your cancer was triple negative, 
meaning you did not have receptors 
for the hormones in the HT drugs, so 
it couldn’t have been fueled by the 
therapy. But OK, would you really have 
not taken HT?

Are you still off sugar, wheat, and dairy 
like you were during your treatment? 

-

You seem so much younger than you are, 
and I don’t mean just in looks. Do you 
have an age you are in your head?

 

-

And it probably helps that you’re mar-
ried to someone 10 years younger.
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Again

That age is the sweet spot for you. 

So you’re married to a man 10 years 
younger, and you had two 
sets of twins, by surro-
gacy, in your 50s. Do you 
think something about 
the way we perceive age 
has changed? 

 

-

What other emotional factors have 
played a role in your recovery?  

�
s
In June 2014, 
at 63, Lunden 
heard three scary 
words, “You have 
cancer.” A�er  
9 months of ag-
gressive treat-
ment to rid her 
body of breast 
cancer cells and 
two tumors, 
Lunden went into 
remission. She 
still lives with the 
worry it’ll come 

back. “Cancer  
is not something 
that you get and 
get cured and 
never worry 
about again,”  
she says. “It  
really isn’t.”
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How does mindfulness help 
you control your reactions to 
stress, fear, and anger?

 

-
Wait a second. 

Do you really want to go 
there?

Certainly one event that could have 
sparked a reaction was losing your hair. 
Do you still have the hair you buzzed off 
before chemo? 

 
You’ve kept the wigs?

 

Do you still keep a journal?

What’s your latest one called? 

So does that mean your 
anthem has changed from 
“You’ve got to get up every 
morning with a smile on your 
face”? 

Starting right now I’ll be 
strong]

-

Now
Even through  
16 rounds of che-
motherapy, Lunden 
stayed upbeat 
and positive. Now, 
having beaten her 
cancer, she’s found 
a new purpose in 
life—to support and 
empower women 
facing breast cancer. 
“I feel compelled  
to go out there  
and make other 
women more aware 
and vigilant.” 
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By Khalil Hymore
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       These 8 classics are richer,            
                creamier, and better for you
                than Mom’s versions. 
                      Call it dinner, upgraded. 

Photographs by
      CHRISTOPHER
    TESTANI



Mac & Cheese
 p.  103

Secret Veggie 
Swap

Mac and cheese 
is made richer with 
squash, not cream.  



Pork Chops 
with Celery 
Root &  
Apple Slaw 
SERVES 4
PREP�TIME��10 minutes
TOTAL�TIME��30 minutes

1⁄2�lb celery root, peeled 
2 apples, cored
1⁄2�c 2% plain Greek 

yogurt
1⁄4 c fresh lemon juice
2 tsp chopped fresh tar-

ragon
1 tsp kosher salt 
1 tsp black pepper
1�Tbsp olive oil
4�thin-cut boneless pork 

chops (about  11⁄4  lb)
1 shallot, minced
1⁄4 c apple cider vinegar
1 c reduced-sodium 

chicken broth
2 tsp cornstarch

Shred celery root and 
apples with a box grater 
or food processor with 
shredding disk. Transfer 
to medium bowl and 
combine with yogurt, 
lemon juice, tarragon, and 
1⁄2 tsp each of the salt 
and pepper. Set aside. In 
large skillet, heat oil over 
medium-high heat. Season 
pork chops with remaining 

1⁄2 tsp each salt and pep-
per. Cook until browned 
and internal temperature 
registers 145°F on a 
meat thermometer, 
about 5 minutes per 
side. Transfer to 
plate. Reduce heat 
to medium and 
add shallot to 
pan. Cook until 
so�ened. Add 
vinegar, scrap-
ing up crusty 
bits in pan with 
wooden spoon, 
until vinegar is 
reduced by half, 
about 3 minutes. 
In small dish, 
combine broth and 
cornstarch, then 
add to pan. Cook 
until mixture thickens 
slightly, about 3 minutes. 
Serve pork chops topped 
with pan sauce, with slaw 
on the side. 

NUTRITION�(per serving) 
319 cal, 29 g pro, 26 g 
carb, 3 g fiber, 12 g sugars, 
11.5 g fat, 3.5 g sat fat,  
607 mg sodium
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Mac & 
Cheese
SERVES 8
PREP�TIME��10 minutes
TOTAL�TIME��40 minutes

Cook 1 pkg (13.25 oz) 
whole grain pasta shells 
per package directions, 
drain, and set aside. Melt 
��Tbsp unsalted bu�er 
in pot over medium-high 
heat. Add 1⁄2�onion, diced, 
and cook until translucent, 
5 minutes. Add � Tbsp  
all-purpose flour and 
cook, stirring, until bub-
bling, 30 seconds. Whisk 
in �1⁄2�cups heated 1% milk 
and cook until thick, 3 min-
utes. Stir in ��oz Gruyère, 
shredded; ��oz reduced-
fat Cheddar, shredded;  
��pkg (10 oz) frozen 
pureed squash, thawed; 
1⁄2 tsp salt; and 1⁄4�tsp cay-
enne. Add pasta to pot; 
stir to coat. Serve topped 
with 1⁄2�cup toasted  
bread crumbs. 

NUTRITION�(per serving) 
354 cal, 17 g pro, 47 g carb, 
6 g fiber, 3 g sugars, 12 g fat, 
6.5 g sat fat, 300 mg sodium

Flavor 
without Frying 

Pan sauce and 
tart slaw cut the need 

for an oily gravy 
or crust.
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Loaded 
Potato Soup

p.  134

Thick, Rich 
& Dairy-Free

Pureed potatoes 
and cauliflower add 

richness without 
dairy. 
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Clean Chocolate
Chip Cookies

p.  134

Hidden 
Whole Grains 

No one will know 
these are made from 

whole grain flour 
and oats.



Chicken 
Chili 
SERVES�8
PREP�TIME��20 minutes
TOTAL�TIME��1 hour 40 minutes

Steep 1 oz dried guajillo 
chiles in 2 cups boiling water 
until so�, 15 minutes. Drain, 
reserving 1⁄2 cup liquid. In 
blender, puree chiles and 
reserved liquid with 1 onion, 
chopped; 1 can (4 oz) green 
chiles; 2 chipotle peppers;  
2 Tbsp adobo sauce; and  
3 cloves garlic, smashed. Toss 
boneless, skinless chicken 
breasts and thighs (3⁄4 lb 
each; cut into 1" pieces) with  
2 tsp ground cumin and  
1⁄2 tsp each cayenne, salt,  
and pepper. Heat 3�Tbsp oil 
in pot over medium-high heat. 
Cook chicken until brown,  
8 minutes; remove. Add chile 
puree to pot; cook 1 minute. 
Add 1 qt reduced-sodium 
chicken broth; 3 cans  
(14 oz each) unsalted beans, 
drained; 1 can (12 oz) beer; 
and chicken. Boil; reduce  
heat and simmer until chicken 
is tender, 1 hour. In last  
10 minutes, stir in 2 bunches 
Swiss chard, chopped; cook 
until tender.  

NUTRITION�(per serving)  
307 cal, 27 g pro, 25 g carb,  
6 g fiber, 2 g sugars, 10 g fat, 
1.5 g sat fat, 808 mg sodium

 Zero Junk, 
100% Fillin  

Extra beans and 
veggies boost flavor 

and fill you up. 



Hummus

Wasa
  crackers

Radish

Alfalfa sprouts

Pickled
    jalapeños

Cottage   
    cheese

Lime

Jicama

Avocado

Cornichons

new ways to top chili 
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Wholesome 
 & Savory
Make your pie  

nutritious with a 
whole grain crust.
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Chicken  
& Green 
 Veggie 
Potpie

SERVES�6
PREP�TIME��20 minutes
TOTAL�TIME� 
1 hour 15 minutes

CRUST
11⁄4 c whole wheat flour
1⁄4 c grated Parmesan
1 Tbsp chopped fresh 

thyme
1⁄2 tsp kosher salt 
1⁄2 tsp black pepper
6 Tbsp cold unsalted  

bu�er, diced
4–6 Tbsp ice water

FILLING
4 Tbsp olive oil
1⁄2 yellow onion,  

chopped
1⁄4 c all-purpose flour
1 Tbsp chopped fresh 

thyme
1 Tbsp chopped fresh 

sage
1⁄2 tsp kosher salt 
1⁄2 tsp black pepper
21⁄2 c reduced-sodium 

chicken broth, heated
2 c shredded cooked 

chicken 
2 c torn kale
2 c broccoli florets
1 c frozen green beans

MAKE�CRUST��In bowl,  
stir flour, cheese, thyme, 
salt, and pepper. Using  
2 knives, cut bu	er into 
flour mixture until it re-
sembles coarse meal. Add 
ice water 1 Tbsp at a time 
until dough forms. Transfer 
to plastic wrap, form into  
a disk, wrap, and chill  
30 minutes. 

MAKE�FILLING� In pot, 
heat oil over medium 
heat. Add onion and cook 
until translucent, about 
7 minutes. Add flour and 
cook until bubbling, about 
30 seconds. Stir in thyme, 
sage, salt, and pepper and 
cook until fragrant, 30 sec-
onds more. Whisk in broth 
and cook until thickened, 
about 5 minutes. Remove 
from heat; stir in chicken 
and veggies. Transfer to 
10" deep-dish pie pan. Roll 
crust into 12" round and 
place on filling. Press edges 
of crust against pie plate to 
seal. Trim, flute edges, slice 
vents in crust, and bake at 
375°F until crust is golden, 
about 40 minutes. Cool  
15 minutes before serving. 
 
NUTRITION (per serving) 
425 cal, 24 g pro, 29 g carb, 
5 g fiber, 1 g sugars, 25 g fat, 
10 g sat fat, 454 mg sodium



Mushroom 
Meat Loaf
SERVES�8
PREP�TIME� 10 minutes
TOTAL�TIME��2 hours  
30 minutes

In skillet, heat�2 Tbsp olive 
oil over medium-low heat. 
Cook 2 onions, sliced, until 
caramelized, 40 minutes. In 
pan, boil 3 cups mushroom 
broth, 1⁄3�cup honey,�2 Tbsp 
tomato paste, 2 sprigs each 
thyme and rosemary, and  
1 bay leaf. Reduce heat;  
simmer until reduced to  
1 cup, 40 minutes, and strain. 
In bowl, mix�3 slices whole 
grain bread, chopped, with 
1⁄2 cup 1% milk. Mix in 2 lb 
ground beef; 1�lb mush-
rooms, chopped; 2 lg eggs; 
1⁄2 cup parsley, chopped;  
2 Tbsp each chopped 
thyme and rosemary;  
1 tsp each salt and pepper; 
and onions. Shape into  
2 loaves on parchment-lined 
baking sheet; top with some 
sauce. Bake 20 minutes at 
375°F; add remaining sauce. 
Bake until cooked, 30 to  
40 minutes more. 

NUTRITION (per serving) 
376 cal, 27 g pro, 24 g carb, 
2 g fiber, 16 g sugars, 20 g 
fat, 7 g sat fat, 618 mg sodium

More Taste,
Less Meat

Boost nutrition and 
flavor by adding 

mushrooms.



Creamed 
Spinach
SERVES�6
PREP�TIME��2 minutes
TOTAL�TIME� 10 minutes

In bowl, whisk 11⁄4 cups 2% 
plain Greek yogurt, 2 tsp 
all-purpose flour, 1⁄2 tsp 
salt, 1⁄8 tsp nutmeg, and 
pinch of cayenne. In skillet, 

heat 2 Tbsp olive oil and 
1 clove garlic, smashed, 
over medium-high heat. 
Add 3 bags (6 oz each) 
baby spinach in batches. 
Cook until wilted before 
adding next batch, about  
2 minutes per batch. 
Reduce heat to low; stir in 
yogurt and cook until thick, 
about 2 minutes. 

NUTRITION (per serving) 
110 cal, 6 g pro, 12 g carb, 4 g 
fiber, 2 g sugars, 5.5 g fat, 
1 g sat fat, 311 mg sodium



Photographs by Chris Fanning

See why Lauren 
Boggi Goldenberg 
ditched driving for 
striding on p. 120.



It’s so easy to do almost everything  
from a car, chair, or couch these days.  
That’s what makes it so impressive  
that millions of adventuresome women—
including the four on these pages— 
are falling in love with walking. They’ve 
discovered what you can, too: that every-
thing gets be�er (and fat takes a hike)  
when you explore life as it was meant to  
be seen, up close and on two feet. 

WE�WANT�YOU�TO�BE�NEXT�

 By Jenna Bergen Southerland
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“This Madewell 
tote is easy to 
carry and lets  
me easily trans-
port everything  
I need for a day 
at the studio.” 

“I’ve seen  
some pretty cool 

places while  
getting from point 

A to point B.”



“ I feel more connected  
to my surroundings—like 
I’m part of something.” 

DENISE�HARRIS
����TRAINER�AND� 
GRAPHIC�DESIGNER

HOOKED�SINCE
“The first time I walked 
to work in Manha�an  
a�er moving back from  
LA 13 years ago. I looked 
up at the sky and thought, 
Oh, this is good. I never 
wanted to get back in a 
car a�er that.” 

WANDERING�REALLY�ROCKS
“It lets me discover places and 
people I never would have 
otherwise. It’s always a surprise.  
I’m grateful to be able to see, smell, 
and touch so many great things.” 

STANDOUT�STROLL
“The High Line in New 
York is just amazing. 
During the week it’s  
so peaceful it’s like it’s 
my own private park.” 

�STATS��

10,000 
Average steps 

per day

47  
Million 
Estimated  

steps logged 
since moving 
back to NYC 
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“I really like  
my Fitbit Surge.  
It records walking 
steps, but it’s also  
a GPS watch with 
running and cycling 
functions. It’s a 
good reminder to 
move around.”

“Sometimes  
I’ll go for long walks 

just so I can listen 
to great podcasts. 

My favorites  
are from NPR and 

Maximum Fun.”



CAITLIN� 
GIDDINGS
����WRITER�

“ I like having a mission.  
It makes an errand  
feel like an adventure.” 

MEMORABLE� 
MOMENT
“Ge�ing engaged  
on an all-day hike in  
the Poconos. Hours 
down our favorite  
trail, my wife sur-
prised me with a ring 
and a proposal.”

RAMBLING�ROADS
“ I used to think walking to get 
places was too time-consuming;  
it was easier just to jump on a bike 
or bus. Now I like having a little  
extra time. Forward motion gets  
my brain moving.”

WHY�SHE�LOVES�IT
“I’m a runner and a cy-
clist, but walking is when 
I do my best thinking. 
And my half-Maltese 
terrier, Huey, loves it.” 

�STATS��

8,000
Minimum  

steps  
per day

20,000
Maximum  

steps  
per day 
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“The New Balance 
Vazee Pace NYC 
is a limited-edition 
running shoe that’s 
light as a feather. 
It makes walking  
a dream.” 

“10,000 steps  
a day has made my 
legs really strong— 
and I can eat more 

dessert.”
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ANNE� 
BRATSKEIR
���FASHION�REPORTER�

“ Pop and classic rock keep  
me moving. I’m sure I’ve been 
spotted busting a dance  
move here and there.”

BEST�WALK�EVER
“The National Seashore 
trails in Wellfleet, Cape 
Cod, with my son, Nick. 
You have to go through 
very dense, shady 
woods to get to them. 
The world just opens up 
when you hit the trails.”

PUP�POWER
“My favorite walks include 
my gigantic Leonberger, 
Rosie Lou. I do all the 
chatting on those strolls,  
she does all the wagging, 
but we’re both really happy.”

GOTTA�HAVE�IT
“My Fitbit, which totally 
motivates me to rack up 
steps. If I forget to put it 
on, I have to come back 
to the house for it.” 

�STATS��

5
Average  

miles walked 
each day

2,500
Miles walked 
over the past  

2 years 



“I love Spotify’s 
playlists, especially 

Discover Weekly.  
I always find some-
thing new to ener-

gize my walks.” 



BEST�WALKING� 
BUDDIES
“My husband and my 
4-year-old son. We walk 
everywhere: to the 
playground, museums, 
food shopping. It’s a 
chance to spend quality 
time outdoors.”

LOVED�IT�SINCE
“I started walking with my mom  
in grade school. She may, quite 
possibly, be the fastest speed 
walker on Earth. I used to try to 
keep up with her 12-minute miles.”  

WHO�NEEDS�A�CAR?
“When I moved to Cen-
ter City Philly, I began 
walking to work. Every 
Monday I have a walking 
meeting with my GM.” 

“ I can literally walk off  
any bad mood by the time  
I get home from work.” 

“Warmth is key 
when you’re walking 
in chilly temps. My 
Lululemon pullover 
does the trick.”

LAUREN�BOGGI�
GOLDENBERG
����FOUNDER/CEO�OF� 
LITHE�METHOD

Need a li�le help ge�ing started?
Check out our 21-Day Walk a Li	le,  
Lose a Lot Challenge at rodaleu.com/walk.

�STATS��

3
Years  

commuting  
on foot

1
Number  

of weekly  
walk-and-talk  

meetings

121
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A dedicated FELLOWSHIP�
has turned its trouble with 

processed carbs into a 
strength. Meet the enviably 

HEALTHY�EATERS who call 
themselves Food Addicts.

A dedicated FELLOWSHIP�
has turned its trouble with 

processed carbs into a 
strength. Meet the enviably 

HEALTHY�EATERS who call 
themselves Food Addicts.

~
By�JUDITH�NEWMAN

Photographs by�JASON�VARNEY

 The 
 CONTROL 

GROUP
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going on this wagon 
involves eating specific 

foods in measured  
quantities at every 

meal, forever.
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 THE DOZEN people who 
have gathered in this sterile 
white room at the Realiza-
tion Center, a New York City 
drug and alcohol outpatient 

clinic, are a cross-section of urban 
America: black, white, Latina, middle-
aged Jewish guy, tattooed hipster. None 
are truly obese, as many have been 
coming to these meetings for years. 
Looking at them, no one would guess 
there’d been pain. But there’s been pain. 

of taking over my brain,” says Heather, 
who, like many of the people here, has 
a history of multiple addictions (“I 
used to grab a pint of Ben and Jerry’s 
on the way to my AA meeting,” she 
says). Michael, pale, doughy, and ear-
nest in his rayon pants and golf shirt, 
describes a recent fraught holiday meal 
where he brought his own food—and 
almost, but not quite, took a sip of 

wine. “Eating like this can be very 
isolating,” he says with a sigh. Then he 
adds brightly: “But it’s worth it.” 

 But it’s worth it: This is the refrain 
I hear again and again from the fel-
lowship of Food Addicts in Recovery 
Anonymous, which manages to be 
both the simplest and most draconian 
of all weight loss programs. Indeed, 
if I just told you how to “work the 
program,” this would be a very short 
article. Don’t eat processed carbs or 
sugar. Ever again. Oh, and talk to your 
sponsor every day, and weigh every-
thing. Buh-bye! Good luck! 

The logic behind these stringent 
guidelines accepted by FAers, as they 
call themselves, is that food is like 
a drug, and to free yourself from its 
hold, you must treat it as such. Believ-
ing you are addicted to food means 
you essentially cede control to the 
higher power of human biology. And 
while the science is still in its very 
early stages, there is more and more 
evidence suggesting that certain foods 
are, in fact, physically habit-forming. 
Fresh off another holiday season, that’s 
familiar to most of us, at least in bite-
size ways: the craving, the grab, the 
vow to stop grabbing. 

Sidestepping such ups and downs 
via an ultrastrict approach to diet has 
become relatively commonplace in this 
time of heightened food sensitivities, 
with people cutting out gluten and 
dairy and sugar right and left in order 
to control weight and manage chronic 
disease. (Proof, not like you needed it: 
As of 2015, Paleo dieters, who eschew 

“Hi, I’m Heather…”
“Hi, Heather!”

“And I’m a food addict. 
I have to say, this was  

a tough week for me…”
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after 6 months 
of meetings  
and carb abstinence, 
FA members can 
become sponsors.



FA doesn’t have 
nutritionists. 

Sponsors determine 
exactly how much 

members should eat 
based on weight, 

height, and age—and 
encourage them to 

review the plan with 
their doctors.
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all of the above, can avail themselves of 
everything from dedicated restaurants 
to an annual festival and a bimonthly 
magazine.) FA is a more extreme varia-
tion of the way many neo-Paleo types 
are living, or at least trying to live, 
already. On some level, we all know 
what it feels like to have an unhealthy 
rapport with food one way or another; 
the question is just how far you’re will-
ing to go to control your 
relationship with how 
you eat. 

 

 TWENTY-SIX 
years ago, 
Dorene L. real-
ized that her 
relationship 

with food was going 
to kill her. (Note: In the 
spirit of all 12-step pro-
grams, the people pro-

remain anonymous.) The 
New Jersey real estate 
agent was 5'2" and 250 
pounds; she had chronic heartburn 
and grossly swollen ankles. “I thought 
I was retaining water, but it turned 
out the ankle swelling was blood,” 
she says. “At my weight, my heart 
couldn’t pump my blood effectively.” 

One day when Dorene and her hus-
band were at the beach, she saw a heavy 
woman and asked, “Am I as big as that 
woman?” He replied, “Actually, you’re 
bigger.” This offhand comment was the 
beginning of therapy, which landed her 
in a rehabilitation center in Florida that 

specialized in food addiction. (It was 
also the beginning of the end of that 
husband, but that took a little longer.) 
There, Dorene came to see that her eat-
ing wasn’t just an excessive attachment 
to pleasure or comfort; it was more like 
letting the tiger out of the cage three 
times a day. You can live entirely with-
out booze. You can live entirely without 
cigarettes. Addictive eaters, though, 

have to face their nemesis 
all day long.

“A lot of people think 

what’s bothering you, 
you’ll be able to eat in 
moderation,” Dorene 
says. Some members of 
Overeaters Anonymous, 
for instance, talk about 
“numbing themselves” 
from traumatic events 
with food. FAers gener-
ally disagree. “I believe 
I was an addict from the 
moment the sperm hit 
the egg,” Dorene says. 

“It’s not about what your mother said 
or didn’t say. It’s what you’re eating. 
The problem is either biochemical or 
psychological. It can’t be both.”

Cutting sugar and processed carbs 
from your diet, as Dorene ultimately 
did, diminishes the biochemical forces 
that send almost all of us, like zombies, 
back to the kitchen for just one more 
taste of leftover pasta carbonara, just  
one last salt and vinegar chip. One  
2013 brain imaging study at Boston 
Children’s Hospital, published in the  

FA is a MORE�
EXTREME�
variation 

of the way 
many NEO-

PALEO�TYPES 
are living 
already.~



 W ITHOUT CAKE or 
chips or pasta or 
bread in your life, 
you’d have to eat 
whole cows and 

a Harry Belafonte–ish boatload of 
bananas not to lose weight (hence the 
aforementioned popularity of going 
Paleo). Accordingly, members of FA 
eat a ton of food. “You actually eat a 
larger quantity than you’re used to,” 
explains Timothy K., a San Franciscan 
who’s been attending FA meetings 
for 6 years. Timothy is typical of a 

surprisingly large pro-
portion of FA members 
in that he wasn’t hugely 
overweight to begin 
with; he was a runner 
who couldn’t lose that 
last 25 pounds, but who  
hated the feeling of 
being out of control 
around food, as he had 
once been around liquor. 
“For lunch I have a few 

ounces of protein, a serving of grains 
like brown rice, a vegetable, and 

-
nitely more lunch than you ate today. 
“I measure every single thing I eat in 
ounces on a digital food scale,” Timo-
thy goes on, “and I use tablespoons 
of oil and vinegar on the salad. It ap-
peals to my sense of precision.” 

Precision, maybe, but there is an 
undeniable sense of fear at play here, 
too. Through this wholesome ap-
proach to food runs the signature 
paranoid thread that characterizes all 

American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, 
showed that high-glycemic foods 
(highly processed or rapidly digested 
carbs like white bread and potatoes) 
stimulate the same pleasure centers of 
the brain associated with reward and 
cravings—in other words, the same 
areas of the brain involved in substance 
abuse. “The hallmarks of addiction 
are there—certainly the tolerance and 
craving,” notes David Katz, a preventive 
medicine specialist at the Yale Univer-
sity School of Medicine. “With sugar 
and salt, you build up tolerance; the 
more you get, the more 
you want,” he says. “And 
the craving: You need it, 
you eat it, you feel better, 
then you crash—and then 
you want that substance 
again.” Almost everyone 
hears the siren song of 
certain foods, whether 
it’s devil’s food cake or 
devils on horseback, but 
that doesn’t mean we’re 
all addicts any more than everyone who 
loves good wine is an alcoholic. Serge H. 
Ahmed, a French addiction researcher, 

addictive as cocaine, maybe more so, for 
6 to 10% of people. Why some people 
become addicted to one pleasure and 
can easily abstain from others is a bit 
of a mystery. (As the comedian Russell 
Brand said in his autobiography, “Even 
as a junkie I stayed true to vegetarian-
ism. I shall have heroin, but I shan’t 
have a hamburger.”) But FAers leave 
such technical questions far behind.
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Weight Watchers 

members number over 
a million. Overeaters 

Anonymous claims about 
60,000. And FA? It has a 
tiny but deeply commit-

ted 4,000 followers.



Rice
1 cup

Salmon
4 oz

Salad  
1 cup

Apple
1 small

Cauliflower  
6 oz

FA members won’t share 
measurements with report-
ers, but here’s what one 
of their customized meals 
might look like. 
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addiction programs, the 
element of rigidity that’s 
vital for keeping addicts 
from slipping from gen-
erous, healthful eating 
into gorging.

There are no choices 
in FA; everything about 

are not to skip meals; 
getting ravenous makes 
eating an even greater 
pleasure—and is how 
you end up inhaling 
the bread basket. You 
are to plan ahead; as FA 
members are fond of 
repeating, “If you fail 
to plan, then you have 
planned to fail.” This 
means knowing exactly 
what you’re going to 
eat on any given day, 
and eating at around the 
same times every day. 
Three meals, in the same 
proportions, no snack-
ing, basta. There is no such thing as 
eating a bit and just learning to push 
away from the table—because if the 
table had a little powdered sugar on 
it, you’d eat the table, too. Finally, if 
you slip—if you, say, eat a few bites 
of sweetened yogurt—you are sent 
down the chutes so you can reclimb 
the program’s ladders, starting from 
day 1 all over again. 

Eating in public is its own special 
challenge. “Going to a restaurant can 
be really scary for a food addict,” 

says Lisa R., 32, who’s lost 70 pounds. 
“And it’s not just restaurants; food 
is everywhere. You encounter it 
where you least expect it.” She knows 
because she is a sponsor, a mantle all 
FA members can take on once they’ve 
been abstinent for 6 months, and 
sees people at their rawest. She has 
accepted panicked calls from parties; 
she has guided people through the 
aisles of supermarkets, telling them 
what to buy and what to put back 
on the shelves. Recently, one of her 

When there are 
hard rules, you 
don’t have to submit 
to tantalizing choices. 
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sponsees had a confrontation with a 
vending machine. “He said, ‘How do 
I not put quarters in?’” Lisa recounts. 
“I told him, ‘Don’t worry, we’ll talk to 
the Doritos together.’” 

This kind of support, any FA 
member will tell you, is just as vital 
as swearing off chips and carbonara. 
You talk to four people in the pro-
gram every day—your sponsor and 
three other members. 
“It can be 2 minutes, 
it can be a half hour,” 
Timothy says, “but it 
keeps me connected to 
these people, who are 
growing and changing 
like I am.” Conversa-
tions are not only about 
food. They’re about life. 
“It’s like, ‘How’s your 
program going? Any-
thing you want to get to 
the surface?’ And people 
will be like, ‘I have a job 
thing going on. I have a 
medical issue.’” These 
conversations are basically like those 
we all have with our friends and 
family—who hasn’t relied on siblings 
or adult children or just Facebook to 
keep us honest during a weight loss 
attempt?—but with a calm, abstinent 
crowd that is working the steps. 
“Working the steps” can mean many 
things—for instance, accepting that 
only “a Power greater than ourselves 
could restore us to sanity” (Step Two). 
But the common denominator is un-
derstanding the disease of addiction.   

IN THE FIRST YEAR after de-
termining that she was a food 
addict, Dorene, the New Jersey 
real estate agent, struggled. “I 
was used to doing everything 

for everybody,” she says, “but when 
I got out of food rehab, I just had to 
concentrate on myself.” After attend-
ing various 12-step program meet-
ings, she eventually settled on Food 

Addicts Anonymous, 
or FAA—a group that’s 
separate from FA, but 
that also encourages 
members to accept that 
they’re addicts and 

sugar. She followed the 
FAA guidelines assidu-
ously; she even brought 
her own salt with her 
to restaurants, because 
iodized salt contains 
dextrose, also known as 
sugar. Dorene currently 
attends three meetings  
a week. “I remember 

soon after coming home from rehab,  
I was eating dinner and my son said 
to me, ‘You know, since you started 
this thing, you’ve become really self-
ish,’” she recalls. “My daughters, too, 
said they didn’t like how I was act-
ing. It was a knife in my heart. I just 
cried and cried. The thing was,  
I knew I had obsessive tendencies, 
and I needed to obsess about this.” 

-
ized, her family was not her only 
consideration.

There is  
a VITAL� 

FACTOR�here 
that can’t be 
quantified: 
the sense 

that YOU�ARE�
NOT�ALONE�~



IF�I�GO�TO�A 
RESTAURANT��I�CAN’T�

BRING�MY�OWN�FOOD�� 
WHAT�DO�I�DO?� 

DO�I�TELL�THE�CHEF�
HOW�TO�COOK�

FOR�ME?
Call ahead and find out.  
Some places are more 

accommodating than others. 

HOW�DO� 
I�DEAL� 

WITH�THE� 
HOLIDAYS?�
BYO food so you 
don’t accidentally  

eat something  
forbidden. I’M�GETTING� 

MARRIED��AM�I�NOT�
SUPPOSED�TO� 

HAVE�A�BITE�OF�MY�
OWN�CAKE?

Nope. You can fake it 
for the pictures, though.

ANSWERS�FROM�AN
FA�SPONSOR
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Over time, Dorene developed a 
small new set of friends she’d met 
in the meetings. She found rituals 
that did not involve food, like dance 
classes, where she eventually met her 
second husband. And as she slimmed 
down to a size 8 and stayed there, her 
relationship with her children also 
stabilized. Eventually they joined her 
in cutting back, if not eliminating, 

of eating like this, the differences in 
Dorene’s health and energy were pro-
found. She believes she 
wouldn’t be alive today 
if she hadn’t embarked 
on a 12-step program. “It 
was a completely trans-
formative experience,” 
she says. “I just celebrat-
ed 26 years of abstinence 
in September,” she says. 
“I am 72 years old, and I 
feel like I’m 16.”

FOR MOST OF US, living 
such a food-restricted life is 
impossible, almost laugh-
able; many of us would vow 
a life of celibacy before a life 

devoid of pie, and there is a monk-
like strain among adherents that the 

But there is a factor in FA, and indeed 
all 12-step programs, that simply can’t 

that you are not alone. We think of 
eating as the most gregarious of ac-
tivities, but for people for whom food 
has brought problems and shame, 

food also brings loneliness. That FA 
addresses the loneliness is integral to 
the cure. It’s that sense of community, 
the daily clutch of humans joining to-
gether to fret and laugh and plan their 
way through the daily struggle, that 
really sets them free. 

Last January, the FDA approved a 
new drug, Vyvanse, a central nervous 
system stimulant, to treat binge eating. 
Another treatment on the market, an 
opioid inhibitor called naltrexone, used 
to treat alcoholism, is being studied for 

overeating. But mem-
bers of FA like Timothy 
declare there will be no 
pharmaceutical help for 
them. Many are purists. 
They might look insane 
to the outside world, 
with their BYO salt shak-
ers and food scales, but 
in some ways, they’re 
saner than most people, 

Timothy says: Their relationship with 
food and their connectedness with each 
other are far healthier. Eating things 
our great-grandmothers would rec-
ognize, as Michael Pollan puts it, and 
connecting every day with people by 
phone or even face-to-face is a throw-
back to a time when a fast-food dinner 
inhaled in your car was unheard of. 
“Spend some time with a bunch of 
people in the fellowship,” Timothy 
muses. “There’s something about tak-

a bunch of humans that makes you go, 
‘Oh, this is what the human race used 
to be like.’”  

��

The FA handbook 

notes 160 ingredient-list 
words that herald the 

presence of sugar.
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Loaded 
Potato Soup
SERVES�4
PREP�TIME��5 minutes
TOTAL�TIME� 50 minutes

2 Tbsp olive oil
1 –2 sm dried chiles
1 clove garlic, smashed
1 leek, white and light 

green parts only, 
chopped

1⁄2 sm head cauliflower, 
chopped into florets 
(about 3 c)

1 lb baby Yukon gold 
potatoes, larger ones  
halved or quartered

1 qt reduced-sodium 
vegetable broth

1 tsp kosher salt 
1 tsp black pepper

In large saucepan, heat 
oil, chile, and garlic over 
medium-high heat. Add 
leek and cook until so�, 
about 5 minutes. Add cau-
liflower, potatoes, broth,  
2 cups water, salt, and 
pepper. Bring to a boil, 
reduce heat to low, and 
simmer until potatoes are 

tender, about 35 min-
utes. Remove chile and 
puree soup in blender, 
in batches, until smooth. 
Return to pot and reheat. 
Serve topped with chives, 
smoked salt, cashews, 
and a drizzle of olive oil if 
desired. 
 
NUTRITION�(per serving) 
121 cal, 2 g pro, 17 g carb,  
3 g fiber, 3 g sugars, 4.5 
g fat, 1 g sat fat, 438 mg 
sodium

Clean 
Chocolate 
Chip Cookies
MAKES�34 cookies
PREP�TIME��10 minutes
TOTAL�TIME� 25 minutes

1 c rolled oats
1 c whole wheat flour
1 tsp baking soda
1⁄2 tsp kosher salt
3⁄4 c (11⁄2 sticks) unsalted 

bu�er
1⁄2 c light brown sugar
2 lg eggs
2 tsp vanilla extract

1 bag (10 oz) dark choco-
late chips (we like 
Enjoy Life)

1 c chopped walnuts

Line 2 baking sheets with 
parchment. In food pro-
cessor, pulse oats until 
very fine (almost flour 
consistency), about  
1 minute. In bowl, stir 
oats, flour, baking soda, 
and salt. With electric 
mixer, cream bu	er and 
sugar in large bowl until 
light and fluffy, about  
3 minutes. Beat in eggs, 
one at a time, until 
fully incorporated, then 
beat in vanilla. Add oat 
mixture and beat until 
just combined. Do not 
overmix. Fold in choco-
late chips and walnuts 
until just combined. In 
batches, scoop 1" balls 
onto prepared sheets 
about 2" apart. Bake at 
350°F until golden, 12 to  
15 minutes. Cool 5 minutes 
on baking sheet, then 
transfer to cooling racks. 
Store in airtight container 
up to 1 week. 

NUTRITION�(per cookie) 
142 cal, 2 g pro, 12 g carb,  
1 g fiber, 7 g sugars, 10 g fat, 
5 g sat fat, 71 mg sodium

Clean Comfort
(continued from p. 111)
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1. More Power to Your Gut

Ultimate Flora probiotics help  restore your digestive 

balance and support your immune health with 

30 Billion live cultures to help you feel lighter, 

more energized, and happier.*

renewlife.com

This statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 

This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

2. The Anti-Stress Drink

Multi-award-winning Natural Calm is the best-

selling magnesium supplement in the natural 

products market. Natural Calm supports heart 

and bone health, better sleep, natural energy 

production and natural stress reduction.

NaturalVitality.com

3. Introducing New Fresh Step® 
with the Power of Febreze™

The only litter with the Power of Febreze™ to 

eliminate odors continuously and leave behind a 

fresh, clean scent.

FreshStep.com
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Bone up on your  
supplement smarts before 
Fluffy pops that multi. 
BY�PAULA�FITZSIMMONS

Vitamin Complex
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When you feel a cold coming on 
or think your diet is lacking, 

it’s easy to pop a vitamin and believe 
you have your bases covered. The 
same goes for your pets, right? Maybe, 
maybe not. The pet supplement  
market is still on the rise—it grossed  
$541 million in 2014, up 3.7% from 
2010. If you’re thinking about giving 
your pets a boost, here are two bits of 
wisdom from smart vets.

Never Underestimate  
the Chow
If you’re feeding your pet a com-
plete, balanced diet, there’s no need 
for vitamins. (Look for the AAFCO 
Nutritional Adequacy Statement on 
the pet food package for validation.) 
That said, certain supplements can 
help improve overall health, accord-
ing to Karen Shaw Becker, an integra-
tive and wellness veterinarian. Vets 
agree that omega-3 supplements are 
generally safe, and they’re often used 

of arthritis in elderly pets. Chondroi-
tin sulfate and glucosamine can also 

those who run long distances with 
their owners regularly, to promote 
healthy muscles, bones, and joints. 

DIY-ers, Beware
Even with safe, commonly used 
supplements like omega-3s and 
glucosamine, it’s best to get your vet’s 
consent, says Sherry Sanderson, an 
associate professor at the University 

of Georgia College of Veterinary 
Medicine. Your pet’s doc can also help 
you steer clear of unapproved boost-
ers. “Supplementing with calcium 
and vitamin D may increase the risk 
of developing orthopedic diseases,” 
Sanderson says. Vitamin C is another 
potentially harmful supplement—
high doses can contribute to the 
formation of painful bladder stones in 
certain dog breeds and in cats. And as 
convenient as it would be to admin-
ister vitamins to your pets as often as 
you pop one yourself, their smaller 
bodies and varied, commercially 
produced diets make determining 
the right amount of each ingredient 
tricky, says Cailin Heinze, an assistant 
professor at the Cummings School of 
Veterinary Medicine at Tufts Univer-
sity. Your best route? A vet who can 
suggest supplements based on your 



If you want to lose weight and keep it off 
-- hate dieting and are tired of taking pills, 

buying costly diet foods or gimmick “fast 
loss” plans that don’t work-- you’ll love the 
easy Vinegar way to lose all the pounds you 
want to lose. And keep them off!

Today, the natural Vinegar weight loss plan 
is a reality after years of research by noted 
vinegar authority Emily Thacker. Her just 
published book “Vinegar Anniversary” will 
help you attain your ideal weight the healthiest 
and most enjoyable way ever.

You’ll never again have to count calories. 
Or go hungry. Or go to expensive diet salons. 
Or buy pills, drugs.

You’ll eat foods you like and get a trimmer, 
slimmer figure-- free of fat and flab-- as the 
pounds fade away.

To prove that you can eat great and feel 
great while losing ugly, unhealthy pounds the 
natural Vinegar way, you’re invited to try the 
program for up to 3 months on a “You Must Be 
Satisfied Trial.”

Let your bathroom scale decide if the plan 
works for you. You must be satisfied. You 
never risk one cent. Guaranteed.

What’s the secret? Modern research com-
bined with nature’s golden elixir.

Since ancient times apple cider vinegar 
has been used in folk remedies to help control 
weight and speed-up the metabolism to burn 
fat. And to also aid overall good health.

Now-- for the first time-- Emily has com-
bined the latest scientific findings and all the 
weight loss benefits of vinegar into a program 
with lifetime benefits-- to melt away pounds 
for health and beauty.

If you like food and hate dieting, you’ll love 
losing pounds and inches the Vinegar way.

Suddenly your body will be energized with 
new vigor and zest as you combine nature’s 
most powerful, nutritional foods with vinegar 
to trim away pounds while helping the body 
to heal itself.

You’ll feel and look years younger shedding 

unhealthy pounds that make one look older 
than their age.

According to her findings, staying trim and 
fit the Vinegar way also provides preventive 
health care against the curses of mankind-- 
cancer, heart disease, diabetes, high cholesterol 
and blood pressure and other maladies.

In fact, the book’s program is so complete 
that it also helps you:
s Learn secrets of ageless beauty and glowing 

skin
s Help build the immune system, to fight 

arthritis and disease
s Speed the metabolism to use natural thermo-

genesis to burn fat
PLUS so much more that you simply must 

use the book’s easy Vinegar way to lose all the 
weight you want to lose--and enjoy all its other 
benefits-- before deciding if you want to keep it.

To Lose Pounds and Enjoy a 90-Day 
No-Risk Trial... Do This Now To Get Your 
Personal Copy of the Book:

Simply write “Vinegar Anniversary” on 
a piece of paper and send it with your check 
or money order of only $12.95 plus $3.98 
shipping and handling (total of $16.93, OH 
residents please add 6.5% sales tax) to: James 
Direct Inc., Dept. VA2940, 500 S. Prospect 
Ave., Box 980, Hartville, Ohio 44632.

You can charge to your VISA, MasterCard, 
Discover or American Express by mail. Be 
sure to include your card number, expiration 
date and signature.

Remember: You’re protected by the 
publisher’s 90-Day Money Back Guarantee 
if you are not delighted.

WANT TO SAVE MORE? Do a favor for 
a relative or friend and get 2 books for the 
low introductory price of $20 postpaid. You 
save $13.86.

Special Bonus - Act promptly to also 
receive “The Very Best Old-Time Remedies” 
booklet absolutely FREE. Supplies are limited 
so order now.

http://www.jamesdirect.com

Eliminate Belly Fat with Vinegar!
Find Out How…

©2016 JDI VA200S02
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ANDREW�WEIL��MD��is founder and director of the Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine 
and a clinical professor of medicine at the University of Arizona. Send your questions for  
Dr. Weil to askdrweil@prevention.com.

Answers •�DR��ANDREW�WEIL

THE INTEGRATIVE MD ON... 

PERHAPS 
NOT. Chiro-
practic adjust-
ments are low 
risk for pa-
tients without 
serious health 

problems. Stroke in association 
with neck manipulation is rare 
and primarily involves high-
pressure, low-speed treatment. 
Older patients and anyone 
with a history of heart disease 
should request low-pressure, 
high-speed techniques that 
keep the head in a neutral posi-
tion, like Activator, a method of 
adjusting using a spring-loaded 
handheld device. Seek referrals 
for a trusted practitioner; well-
done adjustments can relieve 
musculoskeletal discomfort 
and calm irritated nerves. Re-

for chronic pain, while in my 
own experience chiropractic 
seems to work better for acute 
pain. You should see results in 
1 to 2 weeks.

I’ve heard neck adjustments 
might be linked with stroke.  

Should I quit my chiropractor?
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Promotes prostate health and enhances urinary control.

ALL NATURAL 
Clinically-Tested Herbal Supplement
Reduces Bladder Leaks • Reduces Urinary 

Frequency • Safe and Effective – No 
Known Side Effects • Costs Less than 

Traditional Bladder Control Options • Sleep 
Better All Night • Live Free of Worry, 
Embarrassment, and Inconvenience

Frequent nighttime trips to 
the bathroom, embarrassing 
leaks and the inconvenience 
of constantly searching 
for rest rooms in public – 
for years, I struggled with 
bladder control problems. 
After trying expensive 

medications with horrible side effects, ineffective 
exercises and undignified pads and diapers, I 
was ready to resign myself to a life of bladder 
leaks, isolation and depression. But then I tried 
BetterWOMAN.

When I first saw the ad for BetterWOMAN, I was 
skeptical. So many products claim they can set 
you free from leaks, frequency and worry, only 
to deliver disappointment. When I finally tried 
BetterWOMAN, I found that it actually works! It 
changed my life. Even my friends 
have noticed that I’m a new person. 
And because it’s all natural, I can 
enjoy the results without the 
worry of dangerous side effects. 
Thanks to BetterWOMAN, I 
finally fought bladder control 
problems and I won!

Thanks to BetterWOMAN, 
I’m winning the battle for

Bladder Control.

Limited 
Time 
Offer

You don’t have to let bladder control 
problems control you. Call now!
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KRIS�CARR is a cancer survivor, wellness activist, and best-selling author  
of five health books, including Crazy Sexy Juice and Crazy Sexy Kitchen, 
coauthored with Prevention’s R3 Summit chef, Chad Sarno.  

Steal This Recipe�•�KRIS�CARR’S�CRISPS

Give crackers extra zing by topping them with a 
flavored hummus like Eat Well Embrace Life’s beet, cu-

cumber, or zesty Sriracha carrot, shown left to right here.

These insanely addictive 
crackers from wellness activ-

CRAZY�
HEALTHY�
CRACKERS makes 24–30 crackers

In food processor, blend 2 heaping cups juice pulp  
(any veggies or fruits you like), 1⁄2 cup flaxseed meal,  
3 Tbsp tamari or coconut aminos, 1 tsp coriander,  
1⁄2 tsp curry powder, and black pepper to taste.  
Add 1⁄4 to 1⁄2 cup water in thin stream until mix is easy 
to spread but not watery. Spread dough 1⁄4" thick on 
parchment-lined baking sheet; score into cracker 
shapes with knife or pizza cu	er. Bake 30 to 40  
minutes at 325�F until crackers are crisp and dry,  
flipping them halfway through. Store in airtight  
container in a cool, dry place.

JUICE PULP CRACKERS



GEICO has been serving up great car insurance and

fantastic customer service for more than 75 years. Get a 

quote and see how much you could save today.

JHLFR�FRP�_�����������$872�_�ORFDO�RIĆ�FH

Saving People
Money Since 1936

... that’s before the
modern treadmill.

Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or all GEICO companies. GEICO is a 
registered service mark of Government Employees Insurance Company, Washington, D.C. 20076; a Berkshire Hathaway Inc. 

subsidiary. © 2015 GEICO



MANY SLEEP-AIDS 

 HAVE PAIN MEDICINE.
ZZZQUIL DOESN’T.

THE NON-HABIT FORMING SLEEP-AID 

 THAT’S NOT FOR PAIN, JUST FOR SLEEP.

ALCOHOL FREE

Use as directed for occasional sleeplessness. 
Read each label.
Keep out of reach of children. 
© Procter & Gamble, Inc., 2016
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